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Abstract

The Manitoba Department of Energy and Mines' and the

public electrical utility, Manitoba Hydro' have an ongoing

interestinlong-termenergydemandforecastingandenergy
conservation. They are currentry investigating using an

end-use model - the Commerciat End-use Planning System' also

known as CoMMEND for long-term energy demand forecasting

in the commercial sector'

End-usemodelsreguirelargeamountsofdetaileddata

regarding energy consumption practices' the stock of energy

consuming eguipment, and the physical characteristics of

buildings.Thedataisusedtoestimatepararnetersto
satisfy the input reguirements of the end-use computer

model.

Thisstudycollectedreguisitedatafromavarietyof

sources,includingexistingprovincialenergyauditdata'

electric and natural gas utility monthly sales data' and the

provincialHealthservicesCommissÍonIsphysicaldata.This

data f¡ras analyzed and the large rnaj ority of GoMMEND I s

parameterinputreguirementsl¡¡ereestimated.Cond'uctingan

actual forecast vJas beyond the scope of this study' Data

concerningthestockofenergyconsumingeçripmentvras

obtainedfromtheprovincialenergyauditsandl/üasusedto

assess the potential for energy conservation in the Manitoba

aL



Health Care subsector. This potential is presented in the

form of Supply Curves of Conserved Energy (interactive
effect.s v/ere not taken into account for this study) .

This study estimated ínput parameters for an end-use

model, but it. concludes that there are a number of

linitations placed on these estimates by the sma1l number of

observations used in making the estimat,es. In particular

not enough energy audits of health care facilÍties have been

performed. The study also concludes that there is a large

potential for electrical energy conservation in the Manítoba

Health Care subsector at a cost per unit of energy below

that of supply.
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Chapter One: Introduction

Preambl-e

Long-term planning -having a 20 to 25 year time

horizon- is irnportant to energy policy makers and utilities
because of the large capital expenditures and long lead

times required to place energy supply facilities on line.
In the paet, long-term planning vJaE carried out mostly by

governments and. producers (egr. utilities), by matching

expected customer growth in energy demand with the

appropriate "supply-siderr generating capacity or energy

purchases.

Certain energy events since the early l-970s have,

however, caused utilities to change their approach to

managing energy resources. The fluctuations in energy

prices which have occurred since the early l-970s have had a

three fold impact on supply side management. First, the

cost of building, financing and operating povter plants

increased dramatically. Second, utilities did not expect,

and. v/ere thus not prepared for, their customers change in

energy use behavior; and thirdly, the uncertainty associated

with long range projections increased, and the risk of

making incorrect projections became very large. The



reaction by utilities vras to look for alternatives to the

way they planned, developed and managed energy resources.

As mentioned above, the vastly increased costs of

constructing energy plants, transmission and distribution
systems, and the increased risk involved with tying up large

quantities of capital, has in many areas of North America,

motivated governments and producers to look for alternatives
to the need for large supply facilities. Two approaches to

reducing this need, are Least-Cost Planning (LCP) and Demand

Side Management (DSM). The term Least-Cost Planning refers
to efforts by utilities and regulators to ensure that both

supply side and demand side options are fully considered in
constructing resource plans for the provision of energy

sources to meet societies energy needs at the least cost
(Public Utilities Fortnightly 1987). Demand Side Managernent

refers to efforts by utilities to control or change the

quantity and tirning of their customers consumption to avoid

costly capacity or supply acquisition. This balancing of

the mix of supply and demand side alternatives is called

Integrated Resource P1anníng (IRP) (EPRI L987b).

The rising energy prices mentioned earlier caused

customers to change the way they used energy. Customers

responded to higher energy prices by reducing their energy

consurnption. The higher energy príces initiated a search

for ne\A¡ and more energy ef f icient, technologies, which in

turn enabled energy users to get more energy services for an



equivalent amount of money. Meanwhile' Some industries have

made technological breakthroughs, enabling them to compete

with electríca1 utilities by producing energy as a secondary

product, of their prirnary production (eg., cogeneration).

Another result was to increase competÍtion for customers by

energy producers within the energy marketplace.

Some long-term energy demand forecasters believed the

impact of more energy efficient technologies and changes in

energy consuming behavior would have a large influence on

the demand for energy ín the future. Às a result a new type

of energy demand forecasting computer rnodel $¡as d'eveloped

which atternpted to t,ake into account changes in energy

effíciencies and stocks of energy end-use eguipment. These

models T¡¡ere aptly ca1led end-use models.

The focus of this study is on a particular end-use

model called COMMEND, and the development of parameters

(which, when taken together, are called the rrenergy

baseline") to be used as inputs to CoMMEND for the purpose

of maklng a J,ong-term energy demand forocast for a portion

of the Manítoba Commercial Sector - the Manitoba Health Care

Subsector. The scope of this study includes developrnent of

the above mentioned parameters and an assessment of the

potential for energy conservation in the Manitoba Health

Care subsector. The scope does not include making an actual

forecast.



Problem Statement

The Manitoba Department of Energy and Mines and the
public utility, Manit.oba Hydro, have an ongoing interest in
energy conservation and energy forecasting. They are

currently investigating using an end-use rnodel for long-term
forecasting of energiy demand in different commercial sub-

sectors and require the collection and anarysis of end-use

energy data from these subsectors. The Health Care sub-

sector (including both public and private facilities), is a

large consumer of electricity and natural çfas and is of
partlcular lnterest at thls time.

Research Obiectives

The study has four main objectives:
1-. To construct an energy baseline for the Manitoba

Hea1th Care sub-sector using existing and collected end-use

data.

2. To examine the potent,ial for energy conservation

in this sector.

3. To recommend energy conservat,ion measures in the

form of energy conservation supply curves.

4. To contribute to the energy planning and end-use

nodelling efforts conducted towards integrated resource

planning, and particularly least-cost planning, in Manitoba.

Study Approach

The report can be considered to consist of two parts.

The first part, the developrnent of an energy baseline, is



contained in Chapters Two and Three. The second part, the

development of supply curves of conserved energy, is found

in Chapter Four. The approach taken for the first part of
this study ís as follows:

l-. À brief discussíon of energy forecastÍng models

and the main reguj-rements of COMMEND, the end-use model

selected by Energy and Mines.

2. Sources of data for the Manitoba Health Care

subsector v¡ere identified and data was collected.

3. The data vras analyzed and the model_ input
parameters Ìüere estimated.

The approach taken for the second part of the study is
as follows:

1-. The method of calculating and constructing suppJ-y

curves of conserved energy was det,errnined.

2. Sources of information on conservation methods and

costs vrere identified.

3. Priority fuels, end-uses, and conservation

measures hrere identified.

4. Data h¡as analyzed to determine an end-use

breakdown of the Manitoba Health Care subsectorrs energy

use.



5. Estimates vJere made of energy saving's for each

building type under a penetration rate which assumed that

total techníca1 potential would be achieved, ê9., a

penetration rate egual to one..

6. A technology data base was prepared for the

Manitoba Health Care subsector containing profiles of the

conservation measure, its cost, appficability and

penetration rate

7. The energy saving impacts of the individual
conservation measures were summarized in supply curves of

conserved energy.

6



Chapter Two: Energy Demand Forecasting for Manitobars
Commercial Sector: The Development of an Energy Baseline.

Energy is a requirement of both individuaLs and

society. It is needed to sustain satisfactory economic

growth and to enhance individual- and socíal well being. The

prospect of energy scarcity demands that we manage it' in a

manner which will ensure both a present and. a future supply.

An integral part of such an energy management plan is the

use of energy demand projections, or forecasts. Accurate

energy demand forecasts are necessary to ensure a reasonably

reliable availability of energy supplies, to help plan the

expansion of energy supply systerns, and to efficiently plan

the capital íntensive investments needed for building energy

systems. The cost of undertaking detailed and reliable

d.emand studies is smaIl in comparison to the costs which

might be incurred if energy shortages develop, or if large

amounts of capital with high opportunity costs are

needlessly tied up for long periods of time. Presently,

major uncertainties in the energy market, such as the course

of technological advances, political instabilities and

economic policies, makes any forecasting attenpt a daring

one. For this reason, long-term forecasting is perceived by



some as an academic exercise. Hov/ever, a failure to make

long-term forecasts wourd mean decisÍons being made about

immedíate probrems with l-ittle or no knowledge of future
consequencesr so that future energy policy becomes a

coLrection of randomly selected remedies. The reguirement

for efficÍent poricy rnaking dictates that we must try to
understand. what the future wilr be rike, and. this ís
achieved through long-term forecasting. Therefore, the
definítion and the imprementation of energy poricies must

take prace in a long-tern context (2o-zs years). Àn energy

baserine, the total energy consumption for a specified
component of the economy for a specified tine period, is
reguired as a base from which to forecast energy d.emand.

This energy baseline concept and the methodology used in
deriving it will be discussed Iat,er in this chapter.

This chapter will provide a brief overvíew of
various models availabre for energy demand forecasting,
wilt highlight the model which has been selected by

Manitoba Department of Energy and Mines.

Decision Making in the Energy Field: Forecasting Methods
and Mode1s.

Reliable decÍsion making in the energy field. reguires
a knowledge of energy demand, of Ítts determinants, and of
itts dynamic aspects. Determinants of energy demand are

factors which explain the generation of energy demand at a

given timer âs well as its evolution. These determinants

influence the evotution of energy demand both quantitatively

the

and

the



and qualitativety (chateau l-982). Energy demand is d.ynamic

because demand Ís influenced, botrr positivery and

negatively, by economic and sociar fructuations such as

price increases and concern over the environment. The

acguiring of knowledge concerning the d.eterminants of energy

demand is, however, not sufficient, for making crear and

expeditious decisions regarding the future. Ànother step is
required forecasting. ForecastÍng is the step'rwhich
consists of the transcription of this anarysis into a

rnethodoLogical toor allowing one to draw from the past and

from the present one or more quantified images of the future
in terms of which the decisions may be mader (chateau

L982:1-8L) . The forecasting methods and toors may differ
greatry, according to the needs and guestions for which the
forecast is needed.

There have been three types of energy d.emand

forecasting models used for rong-t,erm forecasting over the
years. They are trend anarysis, econometric moders, and the
most recent and the focus of this study, end.-use moders.

Trend analysis is the simplest rnethod of forecasting. rt
consists of the extraporation of past growth pattern
determinants of demand, such as income, prices, consumer

tastes, etc (Munasinghe 1983). The main advantages of trend
analyses are their simplícity and the fact that they can be

based on availabLe data. However, forecasting on the basis
of past trends can give unretiable indications of the

reguirements for addit,ionar supplies when conditions



affecting energy demand change rapÍd1y (cornmission of
rnquiry into Manitoba Hydro rgTg). Rapid changes in energy
demand cause trend analysis forecasts to produce a wide
rang'e of growth rates of demand for energy. This has
resulted in a trend towards the use of other methods for
energy forecasting. Trend anarysis moders are no longer
widery used, and hrere used in onry r-o per cent of energy
forecasts in r-996 (Energy Resources conservation Board.
r_e87 ) .

EconometrÍc moderting is a more sophisticated. approach
to energy forecasting. The econometric model works on the
raLionale that, given a number of conventional economic
indicators which give a representation of the economy, the
lever of energy demand, grobaJ-Iy, per secÈor, or per energy
form, can be calculated (chateau 1982). some examples of
the economic índicators are cDp, Íncome, and value add.ed per
sector. Econometric moder relationships are of a

statistical nature, their shape and parameters being based
on the correlation between the energy demand and the
economic indicators (chateau 19g2). The quarity of the
statistical correlations determÍnes the caliber of the model

rerationships. statisticat test,s, such as R2 and Durbin-
I{atson, are used to evaruate the varidity of the statist,ical
correlations.

Technico-economic, or end-use moders, were deveroped.

to describe the impact of technological and socio-economic

L0



determinants on energy demand. The premise of the end-use

model is that energy demand is not, for energy, but for the
energy services it provides (for example light and heat).
End-use models are characterized by:

(1) being very disaggregated and. considering energy

demand at the level of end.-uses thus the name rend.-use

modelrr.

(2) energy dernand being secured both in terms of useful
energy energy in the form that is wanted by the consumer

(e9., heat for heating, ríght, for tighting, mechanicar por¡rer

for movement) and finaL energy any form of primary or
secondary energy available to the final consumer (eg.,
petrol, electricity). This results in energy demand being

crassified in terms of fuel type and end-use for example

natural gas - heating, and electrical - heating.
(3) useful energy needs being connected to physical

indicators of activity or of needs (eg., number of
refrigerators in an average home, or the number of beds in a

hospital), or eLse to economic indicators (eg., incomes,

value added) (Chateau l-982).

End-use models consider energy demand by sector and

sub-sectoral components, and then by end-use and fuel-type
components. Total energy projections, for end-use

classifications, are generally broken down into several

sectors. They are residential, commercial, indust.rial, and

transport.

1- l-



The above characteristics stem from the importance

given to technology in the creation and development of

energy demand. The impact of prices on the development of

energy consumption is accounted for by technical choices

(industrial processing, etc), and substitution of energy

forms (natural gas heating for electric heating).

End-use model limitations are a result of the high

level of disaggregation, and are linked to:
(f-) the accessibility of large guantities of varied

information, in both the technical and economic fields. The

models require detailed information on energy using

eguipment, including age structure, efficiency and eguipment

costs. Information concerning the behavior of decision

makers when purchasing end-use eguipment is also required

(Jaccard r.987) ì

(2) the dífficulty of parameter determination. Some

parameters may be determined by st.at,Ístical regression, and

others are technical or behavioral estimat,ions (Jaccard

l-987). Since these estimates are not determined by

statisticaL regression, they do not have empirical backing

and it, is therefore difficult to prove their validity; and

(3) rEnd-use modeLs tend to be rrover determinedrr I

(Jaccard 1"987 z7) , whích means that they have a large number

of estimated parameters. The result of this is that when

the results of a forecast are backcast over a previous 5 to

1-o year period to see if any of the behavioral parameters

L2



shoul-d be adjusted, it is found that more than one set of

parameter values could give the same set of results.

Energv Forecasting in Manitoba

Manitobars long-term energy demand forecast,ing has

traditionally been based upon trend extrapolation and

econometric modelling. Both Energy and Mines, and Manitoba

Hydro have produced long-term forecasts in the past, with

Winnipeg Hydrots long-term forecasts being incorporated into
those of Manitoba Hydro. Inter-City Gasr annual forecasts

are based upon trend extrapolation.

Energy and Mines produced its most recent long-terrn

energy demand forecast in L983 for the years l-981--2005. The

forecast was based upon rrThe Manitoba Energy Demand Modeltr,

a disaggregated econometric model, which forecasts energy

demand for aII economic sectors (residential, conmercial,

industrial, and road transport) based on key explanatory

variables including economic output, heating degree days,

demographic variables, employment, and energy prices

(Manitoba l-983 as cited in Es1er L987). For a discussion of

limitations of the Manitoba Energy Demand Model, see Es1er

1,987 .

Energy and Mines models energy demand for aII energy

forms while Manitoba Hydro forecasts energy demand for

electricity only. ManiÈoba Hydrors forecast,ing rnethodology

varies for the various economic sectors, which include

resid.entíal and farm, cornmercial and industrial and

L3



miscellaneous, and other major erectricity consumption
categories (uncertain loads, system energy use, and $Iinnipeg
Hydro) (Esrer 19Bz). Manitoba Hydro's energy demand

forecasts for arr sectors and consumption categoríes were
based solely on trend extrapolation up to Lggo. After this
time the resÍdentiar and farm sector nere moderred using
econometric equations, with price changes, changes in
provinciat income, and changes in demographic indicators as

the main explanatory variables (Esler j_9g7).

Energy use in the commerciar and rndustriar sector
forecasts are considered by industry type as defined by r_98o

standard rndustrial- classification codes (src codes),
developed by statist,ics canada. Forecasting of energy
consumption for commerciar and. industriar business types is
done using trend extrapolation. periodicarly, expect,ed
chang'es in general egui-pment efficiency and patterns of use
are subjectively incorporated into these trend.
extraporations (Kerras L}BT as cited in Esler L9B7). Trend.

extrapolation is al-so used. by Manitoba Hyd.ro to forecast
energy demand for l.Iinnipeg Hydro, uncertain roads, and. for
system energy use.

Manitoba Hydro and Energy and Mines are members of a

Least-cost study Team. They have recentry begun to examine

the potentiar of end-use noderling for the residentiar and

commercial sectors. The end-use model which has been

selected by Energy and Mines for the cornmercial sector is
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calIed the commercial End-use pranning system, or COMMEND.

Manitoba Hydro will continue to use trend extraporation to
forecast energy demand for industrial and rotherrr users,
since these sectors represent only a small number of users.
Due to their few numbers, it is also possible to estimate
future energy consumption of these sectors on a client by

client basis (Manitoba LIBT as cíted in Esler 1987).

Commercial End-Use pÌannin
nequ

COMMEND, the selecÈed end-use model, hras developed by

the Electric power Research rnstitute in the united states
and is one of the most widery appried commerciar sector end-
use models. GOMMEND was initiarty d.eveloped in j_ggl_ and has

since been used by more than fifty utílities in the united
states, canada, and Austraria (EpRr 1,997a as cited in EsLer

1'987). The moder is able to provide an integrated framework

for examining the end-use and load shape programs of Demand

side Management by means of its combination of energy sales
model and peak load sub-mode1.

coMMENDrs modelling approach views energy demand as a

function of three factors:
(1) the physicat stock of energy using capital (ie.,

end-use eguiprnent) ;

(2) the base year energy use;

(3) a utilizatíon fact,or

utilization of eguipment relative
Le85).

and

that represents actual

to the base year (EPRI
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In the short run the time period in which the stock

of capital is fixed - only the utilization factor is able to

respond when exogenous factors, such as fuel prices, change.

In the long run, the fuel and efficiency characteristics,

and the ut,ilization factor, of capit,al stock can change

(EPRI r-e8s).

The modeJ_Iing of changes in ut.ilization is

accomplished by using short run econometric fuel price

elasticities. rrFuel choice is forecast, with a life-cyc1e-

cost behavioral micro-simulation sub-modeI, and changes in

eguípment efficiency are determined using engineering and

cost information for space heating, cooling and vent'itation

eguipment and econometric elasticity esÈimates for the other

end-uses (tighting, water heating, ventilation, cooking,

refrigeration, and others) (EPRI l-985) .

COMMEND is distinguished from traditional modelling

approaches by three characteristics. They are:

(L) a reliance on engineering relationships to

determine future heating and cooling efficiency. This

provides a sounder basis for forecasting long-run changes in

cooling and space-heating energy use reguirements than

econometric studies by themselves can supply;

(2) a variety of engineering data on the energy using

characteristics of commercial buildings is provided for the

sinulation rnodel; and
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(3) estimates of energy consumption by end-uses, fuel-
Èypes, and buílding-types are provided by COMMEND (EPRI

l-985). The specific buÍlding-types, end-use and fuel-types
used by COMMEND are shown below.

BuildÍnq-Tvpes

L. offices
2. restaurants

3. retail
4. grocery sÈores

5. warehouses

6. elem/sec school

7. colJ-eges

8. heal-th

9. hotel/motel

l-0 . rniscellaneous

End-Uses

L. space heating

2. air conditioning

3. ventilation
4. water heating

5. cooking

6. refrigeration
7. Iighting
8. miscellaneous

Fuel-Types

l-. electrícity
2. natural gas

3. fuel oil

Peak demand and peak day hourly load profiles

forecasts are provided by COMMEND using the same end-use and

buildíng type detail (EPRI L985).

Àn advantage to using COMMEND Ís that existing data

deficiencies can usually be compensated for and that complex

relationships reflecting commercial end-use systems can be

endogenously represented in an end-use modeling structure.

OnIy a general- knowledge of the commercial sector is

reguired to utilize COMMEND in addressing policy issues

(EPRI 1-e85) .
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The following section was taken directly from An

Implementation Guide for the EPRI Commercial Sector End-Use

Energy Demand Forecasting Model-: COMMEND, EPRI l-98522-2 t,o

2-7.

Overview of the Mode1 Structure
tFigure 2-1- is a schematic representation of the energy

portion of the model structure. The stock of energy-using
capital (i.e., end-use eguipment) is measured in the model
by the stock of commercial floor space. Floor space is a
fairly accurate measure of energy-using capital since most
commercial end-use systems are installed to provide
illuinination levels per square foot of floor space.
Heating and cooling systems are also designed according to
the area served.

Future floor space stock ís forecast as a function of
employnent forecasts by commercial subsectors (e9.,
employment in retail/wholesale buildings) and estímates of
floor space per empJ-oyeer oF directly as a function of
population, income, interesÈ rates, and other relevant
variables. Forecasts of future floor space along with
estimates of the age distribution of existing floor space
stock and estimated depreciation rates yield estimates of
additions to floor space by building Èype. À11 of this
ne!{ floor space reguires new end-use systems. EstÍmates
of the age distribution and depreciation rates of end-use
systems allow us to estimate the replacemenL of end-use
systems for existing commercial buildings.

Those end-use systems which are not installed in new
buildings and are not new replacements for existing
systems retain efficiency and fuel use characteristics of
the previous period. The efficiency of new systems is
determined endogenously in the model" in one of two vtays.
For space heating and cooling systems, engineering
rel-ationships between operating cost and initial cost for
alternative heating and cooling system designs are used
along with estimated discount rates (which reflect
commercial establishments' preference concerning trading
of future sav.ings for an increase in eguipment costs) and
expected future fuel prices to determine choice of
eguipment, efficiency. This efficiency det,ermination Ís
equivalent to choice of efficiency using a minimum life-
cycle-cost criterion.
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The average efficiency of new systems is determined as
the energy-weighted average efficiency choices of a small
sample of firms whose characteristics (discount rate and
price expectations) are described by population
dÍstributions, with specific values determined through
sampJ-ing from the population. This microsimulation
approach to modeling permits represent,ation of a cost-
based relationship where behaviorally determined variables
play an important ro1e. This representation ís a
necessary condition that must be fulfilled if one hopes to
explain recent space heating fuel choices actually
observed in the commerci-al sector.

Fuel price and efficíency elasticities are used to
estimate the efficiency of the other end-use systems
(water heating, Iighting, ventilation, cooking,
refrigeration, and other end-uses). These efficiency
elasticities are econometrically determined from a pooled
cross-section tirne series analysis of commercía} energy
demand. Short-run elasticities are netted out of long-run
price elasticities to implicitly determine the price
induced increase in efficiency.

Eguipnent utilization, reflecting intensity of
equipment use, is dependent both on equipment efficiency
and fuel price. Changes in utilization are modeled using
fuel-specific short-run price elasticities. For eguipment,
that has not been added or replaced in the previous year,
utilization will change relative to utilization of the
prevj-ous year only as a result of changes Ín fuel prices.

Since utilization of eguipment actually depends on the
price of producing the end-use service, fuel price changes
must be weighted by efficiency changes in those cases
where new or replacement eguipment has been installed in
the current year. For instance, if the price of oj-I
increases by L0 per cent, but the new space heating
equÍpment is L0 per cent more efficient, one would not
expect to observe a change in the space heating thermostat
settings (ie a change in utilization), since the cost of
providing space heating servj-ces has not changed.

Current and expected fuel prices and efficiencies of
new systems determine fuel choice characteristics of new
space heating syst,ems. Again, since the price of
aãtivering the end-use service is the relevant price
varÍab1e, fuel price must be weight'ed by efficiencies-

Annual electricity use by end.-use and building type is
an input to the peak demand model which forecasts sector
peak denand as well as defines Èhe load curve for aII end-
use building type det,aíI. This is represented
schematically in Figure 2-2. End-uses are categorized as
weather-sensitive or nonweather-sensitive. For
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nonweather-sensitive loads, a so-called standard day
fraction is used to allocate a portion of annual energy to
daily use. This fraction can vary by season and

"on=äqtt"ntly 
reflects the slight weather-sensitivit'y and

seasonal opérational variatioñs of these end-uses. Daily
energy is Lhen distributed across hour of the day by
normalized load curves.

For weather-sensitive loads (space heating and air
conditioning), the daí]y energy allocation is a function
of heating áääree days ior the-winter peak day and.cooling
degree aafs fór the èummer peak day and two preceding
aays. The use of several preceding day?t cooling degree
aals permits representation of heat build-up prior to
sunmer peak.

Daily energy is then allocated across hours of the day
with noimalizeã nourty load curves. These normalized load
curves are developed from hourly temperature
characteristics of the peak days supplied as exogenous
inputs. Thus, specification of dry bulb temperature for

".ãft hour in tne- aay is need.ed to develop a normalized
load curve from a response function estimated from hourly
load data obtained fron a heat load simulation model such
as DOE 2.L. Both dry bulb and wet, bulb ternperature are
used in a temperaturã humidity index to account for the
ímpact of hurniaity in determining air conditioning hourly
loads.

HourJ-y loads are then summed across all end-uses to
aevãtop å ¡.tifaing load. curve; a summation across building
types liefas the óonmercial sector load curve and peak
demand | .
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Figure 1: Schematic Diagram of Causal
Commercial End Use Model.
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Figure 2i Schematic Diagram
Peak Load Sub-module.

of the Commercial End-use
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Details of the Enerqy Mode1 Structure

The causal relationships described above operate

through the fol-Iowing central equation:

QTi,k,I = =t*T¡:¡o Uti,krl * 
"tirkrl 

*.tirkrL * Att *d(T-t)

where:

T = simulation or forecast year.

Qirkrt : energy demand for fuel i, end-use k, and

building type I.

to = age of oldest buitding stock additions.

ÀU"irkrI : utilization, relative to some base year (for

each fueI, end-use, building type, and vintage).

+

"ti,k,I 
: EUIIrkrI : annual energy use reguirement

(for each fuel, end-use, building type, and vintage).

_ta'i,krl : Se = fraction of floor space served (for

each fuel, end-use, building type, and vintage) (e9., fuel

share).

+AtI : floor space additions of vintage (t) for

building type (I).

d(T-t) : fraction of floor space of vintage t stiIl

standing in forecast year T (EPRI 1-985 z2-6) "

For a detaíled discussion of the model components, see

EPRI l-985 or Esler L987. The scope of this study does not
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include a critigue of COMMEND in terms of its constraints

and its weaknesses. COMMEND has been assessed by the

Manitoba Department of Energy and Mines and it has been

determined. that the computer model ldil-l- be used in its

energy forecasting program. The author does recognize that

there are linitations to the model and the reader is

referred to EPRI l-985 or Es1er Lg87 for a relevant

discussion. The next chapter wiII estimate the parameters

to be used as inPuts to COMMEND.
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Chapter Three: The Development of an Energy Baseline in
Manitobats Commercial Sector: The Health Care Subsector.

The purpose of this chapter is to develop parameters

to be used as inputs to an energy demand forecasting end-use

computer model. The computer model, known as COMMEND

(Commercial End-use Planning System Model), is used to

forecast energy demand for the commercial secÈor of an

economy, or for components of the commercial sector. The

actual forecasti-ng of energy demand is beyond the scope of

this study and will be done by the Manitoba Department of

Energy and Mines at a later time.

The focus of the development of inputs in this study

is on the Manitoba Hea1th Care sector, a subsector of the

Manitoba Commercial sector. The chapter begÍns by

identifying and characterizing the Manitoba HeaIth Care

subsector and by classifying it into three building types

Hospitals, Personal Care Homes (PCH), and Combination

Hospital/P3[. It then proceeds to discuss the major data

sources for this subsector and to evaluate the existing data

in terms of the computer modelrs requirements so that

parameters may be estimated for use as input,s.
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Taken together, the estimated parameters are commonly

referred to as the rrenergy baselinerr, and represent energy

consumption and physical characteristics (for example,

amount of floorspace in a building category) of the

subsector under study. The energy baseline is developed for
a particular time period, in this case 05/87 Lp 04/88..

Table 2L in Chapter 5 presents the input reguirements

for COMMEND, and notes whích of these have been estimated

in this study.

Energy Baseline Study Methodology

The methodology for the energy baseline portion of the

study is as follows:

l-. Identification and Characterization of the Manitoba

Hea1th Care subsector.

2. Identification of potential data sources.

3. Evaluation of existing data in terms of estirnating

COMMEND's eguation components.

Identification and Characterization of the Manitoba Health
Care Subsector

Energy users within the economy are broken down into

several sectors, based upon their economic activities. The

sectors are the residential, commercial, industrial and

transport. These sectors are very broad in scope and are

therefore further broken down into smaller subsectors, based

in part upon their energy use characteristics, and upon

their activities.
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The commercial, or service sector, is the focus of
this study. The cornmercial sector ís disaggregated into
discrete subsectors based upon unigue energy characteristics
and a separately definable rationale for forecasting growth

of the subsector itself. These subsectors include retail,
wholesale, finance and insurance, education, health care,

food. stores, government, other service buildings. The

commercial sector incLudes all energy users who purchase

energy at commercial rates. In the United Stat,es the

commercial sector is the fastest growing of the energy

consuming sectors. This is also true in Manitoba, where it.
represented about 22 per cent of energy consumption in 1-986

(Canada l-986 as cited in Esler 1987:7) Growth in commercial

sector electricity sales has historically come from ne!'r

uses. For example, air conditioning when introduced in the

l-94ors was a small load but gre!'¡ signif icantly through the

l-950 t s to date, and no!.t consumes 36 per cent of all

commercial sector electricity in Èhe United States

(Squítieri l-986:31-) . This dynamism in end-uses of energy

allows for significant opportunities to conserve energy by

legislating efficiency standards, and providing more energy

efficient technologies and building designs.

The Manitoba Hea1th care subsector is an irnportant

component of the commercj.al sector. In L987 the Manitoba

provincial expenctitures on Health Care v.¡as 31-.5 per cent of

total expenditures (in comparison education was L7.7 per

cent) (Manitoba L986 2L22) " It is thought that energy costs
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accounted for 2 Eo 4 per cent of the total operating budget

in Canadian hospitals in L982. The L982 operating budget of

Io37 public hospitals in Canada !,tas approximately $L0.4

billion. This means the energy costs for Canadían public

hospÍtal r¡ras between $208 million and $4L6 rnillion in 3-982

(Canada l-983 227) .

The Manitoba Hea1th Care subsector has been classified

for the purpose of this study, in the following s/ay:

HOSPITALS
PERSONAL CARE HOMES

RESIDENTIAL CARE HOMES

Hospitals

For this study, a hospital is defined ras a health care
institution where patients are accommodated on the basis
of medical need and are provided with cont.inuing medical
care and supporting diagnostic and therapeutic services
and which is licensed or approved as a hospital by a
provincial government, or is operated by the governrnent of
Canadar (Canada l-988 : 59) .

As of April L, L987, there ltere 105 hospitals in

operation in Manitoba, whÍch included 85 public and 20

federaLly operated (Canada L988:59). Hospitals are the most

cost,ly component of the Health Care subsector using up about

50 per cent of total Hea1th expenditures (Canada L97723).

In 1985-86, Manítobars total hospital operating expenses

were ç647,g|Lrooo (65.8 per cent for gross salaries and

\^rages, 21-.96 per cent for supplíes and other expenses, 5.6

HEALTH CARE SUBSECTOR
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per cent for employee benefit,s, 3"86 per cent for medical

and surgical supplies and 2.78 per cent for drugs) (Canada

1-987a) .

Personal Care Homes (PCH)

Personal care homes, of which there are L23 in
Manitoba with 846'7 beds, are defined. as being those

facilit,ies whÍch maintai-n four or more beds for residents

who reguire care principally because of the aging process.

These facilities are maintained for people who reside Èhere

more or less permanently (Canada 1-987b) .

Residential Care Homes (RCHì

Residential care homes, of which there are l-93 in

Manitoba with 4408 beds, are defined as those facilities

which maintain four or more beds for residents other than

members of the staff, and which provide care to at least one

resident. These facilities are rnaintained for people,

chronically iIl or disabled, who reside there more or less

permanently. These include the following groups:

L. Physicalty handicapped and/or disabled, including

blind and deaf.

2. Mentally retarded.

3. Mentally handicapped.

4. Emotionally disturbed children.

5. Alcohol/drug problems.

6. Delinguents.

7. Transients.
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8. Others (including unwed mothers and shelters for
families in crisis) (Canada l-987b) .

Rationale for the Manitoba Health Care Subsector
Classification

There are other economic acÈivities reÌated to health

care in Manitoba which have not been included in the above

classífication. These include rroffices of health care

professionalsrr, such as physicians, surgeons, dentists and

diagnostic and therapeutic services. Miscellaneous health
services, such as voluntary healÈh organizationsr âs well as

weLfare organization, such as the Canadian National
fnstitute for the Blind are also health related. All of
these have, for the purposes of this study, been placed in
the rrof f ice buildingtr component of the commercial sector

because, while these health care offices have an economic

activity which links them to the health care subsector, they

have other characteristics which suggest they should be

placed with office buildings. These characteristics are

explained below.

The level of economic activity in a subsector is
difficult to determine. This is an irnportant lirnitation to

energy forecasting because economic activities are used to
forecast floor space, which is then used to forecast energy

demand. lrle therefore use floor space as a proxy to drive

energy demand in forecasts. The driving parameter for floor
space in health care offices and in office buildings in
general, is the num]¡er of employees, white in the other
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health care cornponents (e9., hospitals, PCH and RCH), the

driving pararneter for floor space is the number of beds

(Manitoba l-988b) . This difference in this driving parameter

of floor space is a reflection of the difference in economÍc

activities between the subsectors.

Health care offices and Hosp/PCH/ReH differ in their
energy consumption characteristics. The energy consumption

characteristics of health care offices compare more

favorably to office buildings than to other health care

program buildings, such as hospitals. Also, many health

care offices are located in office buildings and shopping

maIIs. The utility bills are often paid by landlords,

making it difficult,, to collect data on energy use within
individual health care offices. Since utilities forecast

for aggregate energy demand, placing the health care offices

in the office building component will not inpact the

utilitÍes ability to forecast energy demand for the

commercial sector. At the same time, data collect,ion for

the office building's will be sirnplified since there will be

no need to distinguish between different types of offices in

the office buildings.

There are some drawbacks to classifying health care

offices within the office building subsector. If demand

side management irnpacts differently on health care offices

than on other office types (for example, rnedical offices

rnight not adopt low level light bulbs because of the
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activity in the office), then the assumptions that utilities

rnake about the effectiveness of conservation proçframs in the

office buildings subsector may be overstated.

Iùe rnight assume, hohrever, that since the number of

health care offices are very sma1l relative to the number of

other offices in the office buiLding subsectors, that any

anomalous demand side management inpact in the health care

offices would be insignificant.

Other utilities in Canada, including Ontario Hydro and

TransAlta Utilities of Alberta, have classified health care

offices with office buildings.

An overview of the Major Data Sources

The main approaches to data collection for CoMMEND are

engineering simulations, survey research, end-use metering

and literature reviews (EPRI 1985). Generally, data

collection efforts in Manitoba have been linited to survey

research and some engineering simulations and estirnates

(Esler L987).

The maín data sources for the Health Care subsector in

Manitoba includ.e: (1) Statistics Canadaì (2) the provincial

energy utilities (Manitoba Hydro, Inter-city Gas and

Winnípeg Hydro); (3) the Manítoba Hea1th Services

commission; (4) the National Hea1th and WeLfare Medical

Services Branch; (5) ENERHOSP (Hospital Energy Retrofít

Program) i and (6) Energy and Minest Energy Bus Program.
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Statistics Canada publishes an annual list, of Canadian

Hospitals and Special Care Facilit,ies (including personal

care homes) operating in each province by category (public,

private or federal), type, ownership and capacity, âs well

as annual hospital statistics and an analysis of hospital

expenditures. Statistics Canada also publishes guarterly

stat.istics on provincial energy consumption by different

fuels and sectors in its Ouarterly Report on Energy Supply

and Demand in Canada.

Manitobars three major energy utilities: Manitoba

Hydro, Inter-City Gas and !.Iinnipeg Hydro, are able to
provide energy consumption by customer c1ass. These data

are not readily retrievable however, due to differences in

the util-ities t respective customer coding systerns and in

their definit.ion of commercial customers (Esler 1-987).

Provincial oil and propane suppliers v¡ere not contacted for
this study for two reasons: (L) an analysis of the energy

audits indicated that these fuels do not appear to have

Iarge penetrations in the Manitoba Health Care subsector,

and (2) there is no central source of oil or propane

consumption data the supply industry consists of many

small suppliers and consumption data for specific classes

of customers could only be obtained by approaching each

supplier on an individual basis, which is beyond the

abilities of this study. Esler (L987) indicates that for

future nodelling of energy demand, aggregated sales
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statistics for these fuels available from Statistics Canada

may be adequate.

Manitoba Hydrors major atternpt at anaryzing commercÍa1

sector energy consumption was a survey undertaken in L9g4.

However, the survey design hras probÌematic and it has not
contributed much to the understanding of commercial sector
end-use energy consumption. For a discussion of the
problems of the survey, see Esler l_9g7.

The Manitoba Hea1th Services Commission admÍnisters
the Manítoba Hearth services rnsurance pran. The plan

finances an integrated system of hospitar care, medical

treatment, personal care, pharmacare, and other health
services (Manitoba 1-988a). The commission publíshes an

Annual Report and Annuar stat,istics which include
infonnation on health programs, population, hospital care,

medicare, and personal care. The commission arso makes

avaiLable annualry updated lists and addresses of urban and.

rurar hearth facilities (hospitars, personal care homes and

juxtaposed facilities) which includes the number of beds.

The commission is arso in charge of construction of hearth

care facilities in the provi-nce. However, it, does not

maintain an historical record of floor space add.itions per

year, or a Ìist of when each facility was originally bui1t.

The National Hea1th and Welfare Medical Services

Branch oversees and administers the federalJ_y operated

health care facilities in Èhe province. These include
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nursing stations and hospitals in the north. Inforrnation is

available upon request.

ENERHOSP (Faraci lg84), the Hospital Energy Retrofit

Program, v¡as a study conducted by the consulting company of

Faraci and Àssociates for the Manitoba Health Services

Commission and the Manitoba Dept. of Energy and Mines. Its

purpose was to examine the MHSC records and determine the

energy costs based on l$ü.h/gross sq. ft., or some other

suitable parameter. Building retrofitting utas to be based

upon the results from this study. The report itself gives a

condensed and abridged sunmary of the data from the study

and. is of limited, use for this study. Faraci and' Associates

s¡as in possesion of the original study data containing

facility construction dates and floor space per health care

facility. However, they have indicated that they cannot

find. the files containing the data and it appears that the

data may be lost.

The year L98O salr the beginning of a

federally/provincially sponsored Energy Bus Program, which

has produced a significant quantity of engineering and

energy consumption d.ata for various business types,

including hospitals and personal care homes. The programs

objective is to identify areas of potential energy cost

savings in commercial industrial buildings in Manitoba

(Es1er lg87). Of the more than L300 energy audits which

have been performed by Energy and Mines, 500 of them were
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done within commercial and institutional buildings (Webb

1987 as cited in Esler 1-987:73). Forty-seven of these

commerciar/institutional audits were performed on hearth
care facilities, which is 1-L.2 per cent of the 4L9 health
care faciliÈies in Manitoba. Of these 47 audits, L7 were

hospitars (22.7 per cent of the 7s hospitals not combined

with PCH in Manitoba), L9 were personal care homes (2O.2 per

cent of the 94 personar care homes not combined with
hospitals), L0 were combination hospital/personar care homes

(33.3 per cent of the 30 combinat,ion hosp/p9lf.), and t_ $¡as a

residential care home (ress than L per cent of the z2o

residential- care homes in Manit,oba) .

Bias in the sample distribution may occur because the

audits are performed on demand. Facilities tend. to be

active in energy conservation or not, which means that
interested groups (those wishing to have energy audits
performed) wourd tend to be more energy conservative and.

disinterested groups ress energy conservative. Bias in the

sample distribution would therefore be that those facilities
which are arready more energy conservative than the norm

wourd be over-represented in the distribution. The audits
do not represent a large sample of the population and it is
difficult to assess the sample bias. In the case of
residential care homes (where there is only one audit), the

lack of data will not perrnit, an analysis. The other
groupings (hospit,als, personal care homes and. cornbinat,ion
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Components

hosp/PCH) wiIl be assumed to be representative of their

respective populaÈions.

The following section will evaluate data sources to

estimate the main eguation components of COMMEND. Table 21-

in Chapter Five provides a suÍmary of this evaluation. It

summarizes the main data requirements for each COMMEND

eguation component, and indicates if these components were

estimated in this studY.

Note that deficiencies in existing data can usually

be compensated for, since the complex relationships

reflecting choices of commercial end-use systems are

represented endogenously in the model. COMMEND has

endogenous default values which are used when data input

reguirements are not met.

It should also be noted that for the purpose of this

study a parameter is defined as a number describing some

aspect of a poputation. The value of the parameter is

unknown but a statistic is developed and used to make

ínferences about the parameter. In short, the statistic,

known as the estimator, is used to estimate the unknown

parameter. The actual numerical value obtained' by

evaluating the estimat.or is called the estimate. It is

d.esirable that the sampling distribution of an estimator

have a small standard deviation, so that large estimation
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errors are not likely to occur. However, as wil-l be noted

in the following discussions, the sample used to develop

estimators in much of this study !ìtas guite smalI, and the

subsequent standard deviations were sometimes guite large.

Developing Floor Stock Data

This section will develop floorstock data parameters

required by COMMEND.

Definition of Building Segrments

COMMEND's definitÍons of building types form the

primary market segments. We classify by buitding type

because specific types of structures have unique and

characteristic energy-using patterns. These patterns are

reflected in energy intensity values and differences in load

profiles.

COMMEND defines the Health building category in the
following vJay: tMajor differences exj-st between
hospitals, nursing homes, clinics, and medical offices.
Some analyst,s define health to include hospitals only,
allocating other buildings elsewhere. In particular,
medical offices and clinics are sometimes included in the
office category. Nursing homes are somet,imes treated as a
separate category or included in miscellaneoust (EPRI
1-988 t 2-4) .

The writer has decided to include personal care homes

in the health care building type category because in many

rural communities in Manitoba, personal care homes are

attached to hospitals, rnaking their energy consumption

patterns interdependent.
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Estimating the Current Floor Stock

CoMMENDreguiresthreetypesoffloorstockdata

entries as inPut values. TheY are:

(1) Estimates of total floor stock in some dist'ant base

year (e9., L945) ;

(2)Aseriesofgrossadditionstothestock(eq.,].950

to l-980) ;

(3)Asetofbuildingsurvivalfunctions(EPRI]-988).

Thegeneralmethodofdevelopingtheseinputs,isto

d.evelop estimates for a recent base year (eg. , L986) and

then to estimate the distant base year (method to be

described lat,er). This section wilt estimate floor stock in

the recent base year. This is referred to as the ttcurrent

floor stockrr.

Therecentbaseyearforthisstudyisos/87to04/88.

Thisperiod.!üaschosenforthreereasons:(1)toavoid
breaking the energy consumption data in the rniddle of a hiqh

energy consumption period, such as January . (2) consumption

data from the various utilities could' aII be obtained for

thisperiod;and(3)it\^rasthemostrecentsetof

consumption data when the study began' Note that floor

stock is measured in square feet'

Floor st'ock or

space heated or air

building and includes

area is defined as conditioned (eg"

conditioned) floor space within a

aII the areas enclosed by the exterior
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T¡ral-ls of the building including basements , hallways,

Iobbies, staírwâys, elevator shafts, and excluding parking

areas. It is important to understand the definition of
floor space which has been used since different definitions
can lead to as much as a 20 per cent difference in the floor
area of a specific structure (EPRI L988).

There are several approaches to estirnating current

floor stock. They are:

(1) physical measurement,

(2) survey expansion using response weights,

(3) survey expansion using ratio estimates,

(4) parametric methods using nultipliers, and

(5) direct data sources (EPRI 1-988)

The approach used in this study is the parametric

method using a multiplier. For a discussion of the other

approaches see EPRI 1-988.

Parametric techniques use parameters called secondary

estimates, as opposed to primary or direct, approaches.

Parametric technigues have two eLements:

(1) rrthe pararneter is usually a ratio, with square feet
in the numerator, and

(2) the scale variable is in the same units as the

denorninator of the ratio" (EPRI 1"988:2-LL) .

Common approaches include:

(1) per capita ¡nultipliers (ex. 200 sq" ft./person)
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per employee multiplier (ex. 600 sq. ft,./employee)

intensity rnult,iplier (ex. 9O kf{.h/sq. ft. )

others area/bed for health care facilit,ies.
area/room for lodging establishments.

area/seat for eating establishments.

This study uses the area/bed multiplier. The scale

estimator is the number of beds. The data on the number of
beds for hospitars and personar care homes $ras provided by

the Health services commission (Manitoba l-988c, l-988d,

L988e) and by statistics canada (canada r9B7a, 1,g97b, t-9BB),

and by the Energy Bus audits. The current froor stock (F)

was estimated using the following equation:

F:area/bed*bed

The floor area data for the varÍous facilities \,\ras

obtained from the Energy Bus Audits, the ENERHOSP report,
government agencies (e9., Dept. of NaÈional Defence for
milit,ary hospitals), and from data which Energy and. Miners

sunmer students coLlected.

The ratio of sq. ft . /bed hras calculated for each

facility which had values of area and beds available. The

facílities rârere then grouped according to the number of beds

and placed into size rançfes. These rangies r¡¡ere L-24 , 25-49 ,

50-99, L00-l-99, 2OO-299, and >300. The average sq. ft . /bed
for each size range hras calculated and these figures v/ere

then used as multipliers to estimate the areas of facilities
in which area data lqras not available (nurnber of beds data

(2)

(3)

(4)
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rnras avaÍIabLe for aII facilities) . Tab1e 1- presents a

sunmary of the average sq.ft./bed ratios along with their

associated standard deviations and number of observations.

Table l-: Average sq.ft../bed ratios for Manitoba hospitals
and personal- care homes.

Bed
Range

Àve¡age
f:L.¿ /bed

Standard
Deviation

Number of
Observations

Building Type :

L-24 994.4
25-49 895.2
50-99 97L.8
100-l-99 972.3
200-299 960
>300 943

Hospital

579.7
539.2
400.3
278.8

o
L28.7

l-9
9
7
3
t_

BuíIding

L-24
25-49
50-99
L00-r-99
200-299
>3 00

Type

704
767
538
557
49r
627

Personal Care Home

0
480.7
L69.2
330.6

65 .4
2L7.8

5
9
2

L
1,3
2L

9
3
2

Building

1,-24
25-49
50-99
t_00-L99
200-299
>300

Type =

883
81-9.6

'31:

Combination HosP/PCH

278.4
32L.4

!t_'-'"

;;-
7

Notes: --- indicates data was not available'

Note

estimation

area/bed

that the large standard deviations indicate that

errors are possible. However, the average

catculated for use as rnultipJ-iers compared
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favorably with those from the BuÍlding Energy Technology

Transfer (Canada l-983). The following table presents

average tt.z¡øea for Canadian hospitals and personal care

homes, from BETT. The average tt.2¡Aea ratios in Table One

are used for this study because they hrere calcualated for
Manitoba, and also because there are no others available for
Manitoba at this time.

A report by Ontario Hydro indicates that not all
hospitals have egual floor space per bed all-ocations. It
states rrthat as the size of hospitals increases, up to

around 300 beds, there is a tendency towards more efficient
floor space utilization. Hospitals with more than 300 beds

tend to have larger average floor space per bed allocations,
possibly because of increased use of sophisticated

diagnostic and therapeutic eguipmentrr (ontario Hydro

1-985:2). The average area/bed ratio in Ontario is

approximately 9OO sq. ft./bed (Ontario Hydro L984). This

Table 2z Average
and personal care

sq.ft./bed ratios for Canadian hospitals
homes (BETT L983:D-1-1-) .

Bed Range
t-24
25-49
50-99
l_00-l_99
200-299
300-499
500-799
I OO-l_99 9
>2000

Average
84L.7
736.3
9l_0.5
901.9
L0LL. 6
972.8
1"O63.2
1_07L.8
8l_3.8

fE.2/bed
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Loo compares favorabry with the calcurated figures for
Manitoba.

Below is a sunmary

number of facilities, and

the area was estimated.

Facility Type Total No.

of the facility types, the total
the nunber of facilities for which

No. for Which
Actual Measured
Floor Space was

No. for l.Ihich
Floor space r¡/as
Estímated

! Obtained

Hospit,aI
PCH
Combination

't5
94
29

46
49
47

29
45

2

The current floor stock for the recent base year is
presented in Table 3.

Estinating Floor Space Additions (Historical Stocks) Àt1 *
d (r-t.)

Floor area is the key driving variable for forecasting
energy demand in a commercial subsector. The floor space

additions component of the COMMEND equatíon is comprised of
two terms: ttAtltt, representing new floor space add.itions of

vintage rtttr for buílding type rr1rr. and ,,d (T-t¡ t,,

representing the fraction of floor space of vintage rrtl

still standing in forecast year rrTrr.
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Table 3: Current
and personal care

floorstock values for Manitoba hospitals
homes.

Facilitv Tvpe Current Fl oor Stor:k
Hospitaì-s
PersonaL Care Home
Cornbination H/PCH

5,646,859 sq. ft,.
5,328, l-63 sq. ft.
L,29Ot564 sq. ft.



Thus, the CoMMEND model- reguires vintage profiles for

floor stock and for the annual additions to this stock. The

use of vintage profites serves two purposes, aside from the

one stated above. TheY are:
,, ( 1) the appliance decay and replacernent algorithms

rely on building age. In essence the building vintage

profile is used as a hlay to smooth appliance replacement

decisions over time; and

(2) energy use patterns differ across vintages, due to

differences in structure characteristics, fuel choice

patterns, and end-use eguipment efficienciesrr (EPRI l-988:2-

2r) .

The CoMMEND model requires input data on the floor

stock in a distant base year, annual additions to the

current base year, and a set of buitding survival functions

that provide the link between new construction and changes

in the building stock.

CoMMEND uses two sets of survival functions (referring

to that stock which has survived). They are distant base

survival and additions survival.

Distant Base Survival

The distant base stock is the entire stock standing in

the distant base year. In the years following this distant

base year, less and less of this floor stock survives as an

active component of the commercial floor stock.
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In the COMMEND model, the oldest part of the floor

stock is assumed to have an exponentÍal survival function of

the form:

Frrt : Fr r(t-T) where

FT is the floor stock in the dístant base year T,

FTrt is the amount of stock remaining in year t, and

r is the annual survival rate (EPRI 1-988 r2-2L.) .

COMMEND has default data sets for instances where

required inputs are not available. The default d.ata for r,
the annual survival rate is 0.985, which means that, l-.5 * of

the rernaining stock decays in each year after the distant
base year. Figure 3 presents exponential survival functions

with several annual survival raLes. For very old vintage

categories, EPRI (L988:2-22) suggests an overall building

demolition rate of 0.8? annually with rates of about L.22.

This study shall use the default value for r of 0.985 since

there are few buildings in the very old vÍntage categories.

The r val-ue of 0.985 corresponds to a decay specification
with a 45-year mean life. According to EPRI (l-988:2-24)

Ithe 45-year mean tife assumption has a long hist,ory in

commercial sector analysis. Alternatives to this value have

been suggested. For exampler âs reported in the Bureau of

Economic Analysis, estimated mean service lives for

nonresidential structures is 36 years for commercial

categories (offices and retail), and 48 years for

institutional categories (education, health, and
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religious) t. Usi-ng the 45-year mean life as recommended by

EPRI would therefore seem to be valid.

Data is not available

base year for the Health

Distant base year floorstock
estimated in the next section

for floorstock for any distant
Care subsector in Manitoba.

in the Hea1th Care subsector is
using a demographics approach.
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Figure 3: Examples of Geometric survivar functj-ons (EpRr
1988:2-23) .
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Figure 4z Examples of Logistic Survival Functions (EPRI
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Additions Survival

Historical additions

the distant. base year.

survival function for
examples of logistic
function can be written

are entered year by year since

COMMEND uses a cotnmon logistic
each vintage. Figure 4 presents

survival function. The logistic
AS:

Dt : 1-l{]-+exp[a+b(t) ] ]

Rt = L L/{l+exP[a+b(t) ]I where

Dt is the percentage of additions decayed after t years,

Rt is the percentage of additions remaining after t years,

and

a and b are the logistic function parameters which are taken

from the S shaped decay or survival curves (EPRI l-988 z2-22) .

The Rt and Dt values can be read directly from

Figure- . Note that in Figure 4ì case L is the standard

COMMEND shape, with a 45 year mean life (a:6.9, b=-0.L53),

Case 2 has a 50 year mean life, with 982 survival after 25

years (a:7.8, b:-0.L56), and Case 3 has a 30 year mean life,

with 9eZ survival after 1-5 years (a=3 .9, b=-0 .260) (EPRI

l-98822-24). This study uses Case L (e9., it assumes a 45

year mean life for buildings) as recommended by EPRI

( l_e88 -.2-24) .
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An example of the use of the logistic curve is:

RtS = 1- L/(I+{exp{a+bl-5}l = 0.99 which can be read from

the logistic curve (although not as accurately). Thus the

percentage of additions remaining after 1-5 years is 99.

COMMENDts decay specification has the following

properties:

(1) a 45 year mean and median life,
(2) symmetric survival profiles around the mean life,
(3) strong survival through the first 25 years (962

survives),

(4) rapid decay from the 25th to the 65th years (90å

decays), and

(5) extrernely low remaining stock after 70 years (onty

38 remains) (EPRI L988 z2-24) . These values are installed in

COMMEND (version 2) and are applied to all building types.

The building survival functions are used to develop

historical vintage profiles and to develop consÈruction

forecasts. Total ner¡r construction is translated into net

additions to the floor stock using the decay assumptions.

The decay functions can be altered, if need be, t,o tailor

COMMEND to Manitoba. rrfn reverse, âDY change j-n floor

stock wiII imply the required amount of nelv construction

only after decay of the existing stock has been consideredrl

(EPRI L988 z2-24) .

The three approaches that are typically used

construct historical vintage profiles are:
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(1) Demographics approach. fn this approach data on a

scale variable are used to infer the vintage profile.

(2) Additions approach. In this case data on annual

building additions are used to develop the vintage profile.

(3) Mixed approach. Here, additions data are used for

the near past, and the demographic approach is used for the

more distant past (EPRI l-988).

As stated earlier, the Manitoba Hea1th Services

Commission does not keep a record of annual additions to

health care facitities. Therefore, since the data on annual

building additions is not available for health care

facilíties , the demographics approach shall be applied in

developing historical vintage profiles. For a detaiLed

discussion of the other two approaches, see EPRI 1-988.

The dernographic approach is the simplest and requires

the least data. It uses a single demographic scale variable

for each buÍ1ding type, such as total employment,

population, or school age population. The scale variable is

not usually used on an annual basís, but is used for a

series of years, for example L92O-30-40-50-6O-70-80.

The exact vinÈage profile of the build.ing st,ock is not

a key input to the QOMMEND model, but a general spread of

the stock over time is required to run the appliance decay

and. replacement algorithms. EPRI (L988) recommends the

demographic approach for initial irnplementation. If
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additions data

reconmended.

is available, mixed approach j-s

population (the most easily obtained data) is not an

accurate scale variable. This is because the rate of growth

of population in Manitoba is decreasing, resulting in a

rising median age and a changing age strucLure in the

population. The premise vthen backcasting or forecasting

using a scale variable is that the estimated values wíL}

change in proportion to changes in the scale variable. This

is likely not the case with fore- or backcasting floorstock

using populat,ion as the scale variable however, since the

demand. for healthcare (and intuitively floorstock) may

indeed. increase as the median age of the population

increases. This is important because the scale varíable is

used in forecasting and backcasting floorstock, which in

turn is used by COMMEND as a proxy for forecasting energy

d.emand. This is done on the premise that greater amounts of

floorstock will require more energy consuming equipment.

For this reason more than one scale variable I^IaS assessed.

The scale variables assessed in this study are total

provinciaL population and employment in the health care

subsector.

Step One: Backcast Stock

Backcast stock from the recent base year (1'987 ) t'o the

distant base year assuming proportionality to Èhe scale
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variable. A distant base year of L940 is used. Floorstock

was backcast to Lg2O since this vlas the rnost disÈant year

for which population could be obtaíned.

Ft : FAZ eE/Pg.) for t equal to a series of years

(eg. , L92O r3O,40r 50 ,60,7 0' 80 ,87) -

Where

Backcasting stock using population as the scale

variable. Population data came from Canadian Economic

Observer ( 1-988 :9L) .

the

the

Ft

Pt

].S

].S

stock in year t, and

scale variable value in Year t.

Year Manitoba PoP(xL000)
(r) (Pr)

L920
L930
L940
1950
L960
L97 0
1_98 0
L987

Tabte 4 presents the backcast floorstock for each year

and building type for population as the scale variable.

606.
689
728
768
906
983

1"025
1"07 0

PE/P87

o. 566
0.643
0.680
0.71-8
o .847
0.91-9
0.958
l_. oo0

Table 4: Backcast floorstock using population as the
scale variable.

Year
(r)

L920
t-93 0
1-940
L950
L960
L97 0
l-980
L987

Floorstock (ft.2) in Year t (Ft)
Hospital PCH Comb Hos/PCH

3t981-27
3 63 6l-55
3841975
4053072
478L359
5L8772r
54 0884 6
564 6859

30L7 632
3430938
3625:j42
3824326
4 51-1"509
4894938
51_03583
53 28L63

7 3 091-B
83]-027
878066
9263LL

LO92757
Ll"8563 0
L236L67
L290564
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Backcasting floorstock using emplolnnent as the scale

variable. Data on employrnent, in the Health Care subsector

came from Dimensions (L988 z2-87) .

The f loor stock lras backcast using the following
formula: Ft = FB6 * (Et/Eg6) for t = a series of years.

HospitaJ-s:

Year ft) ¡¡o. Employed (E¡| EtÆee
L97L ]-7950 0;8L3-
L98L 2L0r-s 0.952
L986 22075 r-. 000

Personal Care Homes:

Year (t) No. Emþloved lEtI EtlEse
L97 t 4't 05 0:27U_
l_981_ L3635 0.782
l_986 17 440 r_. OOO

Table 5 presents the backcast floorstock for the two

building types with employment in the Health Care subsector

as the scale variable.

Table 5: Backcast floorstock using employnrent as the
scale variable.

Year Floorstock (f1-.2) in year t (nt)
(t) Hospitals PCH

L97L 4590896 l-438604
t-981- 5375809 4L66623
t_986 5646859 5328L63
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Figures 5, 6, '7, and I present backcasted. floorstock for the
various buirding-types using the two different scare

variables. A cornparison of the floorstock using the two

scale variables indicates that more data on employment in
the Health care subsector (eg., prior to tgTL) is required
before emptoyrnent can be assessed for use as a scale

variable. Note that there are no past actuar froorstoclcs

available to which one can scal-e to check the accuracy of
the backcasted floorstocks.
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FIGURE 5:
BACKCAST FLOORSTOCK FOR HOSPITALS

Scolo Vorloblo - PoÞulotlon
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FIGURE 7:
BACKCAST FLOORSTOCK FOR HOSPITALS

Scol¿ Voriobl¿ - Employment
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Step 2 z Determine Averagre Àdditions

This step determines the average floorstock addition
for the tine intervals between each of the scaLe variable
values. This relies on the decay functíons determined

earlier (Dt and Rt) and the relationship between stock and

additions.

Assuming a distant base year of 1"940

FT : F4O * r(T-40) + sumT¡-4f At Rt-t
where
Fr is the building stock in year T,
r-is the geometric decay rate for the distant base stock,
À+ is buil-ding additions in year t, and
Rõ-t is the fraction of aclditions remaining after i years
(EPRT L988 z2-26) .

If we apply this eguatÍon to the first interval, I94O

to l-950, and assurning constant additions over that intervaJ-,

the equation becomes:

F5O : F4O rl-0 + Abar4l_-50 * [R9+R8+....+R]-+l-l

where
Abarrl -qn is the average additions over the L94L to l-950
inten?al"(EPRI 1988z2-26). Rewriting th.e eguation and
solving for average additions (At):

At = Abarnl_-S. = [Fso -F¿o r10]/[R'+RB+...+Rl+]-l
for t = 4I,....,50 (EPRI L9B8:2-26).

Repeating this procedure for the next Ínter.val, usíng the
basic equation results in the following:
Feo : F4o n t2o + Abar4l_-50 [Rrg+"...+Rtoi r- Àbar5]--60
IRs+. .+R1+]-l (EPRI 1988 z2-26) .

The above equation can be rewritten in terms of average
additions, At:

At : Abar51-66 : {Feo - F¿o ,2o - AbarnL-sg
IRrg+. . .+R1_0] ]/ tRg+. . .+R1+Ll
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rn generar, the formura for additions in an interval
frorn years Ti:l to Tj is:

Àt: (r1i -Fpr (Tj-D) 
=r*Ti¡:p+r \fui-¡),/surnTjt:ri+r Rrj _t

where

FT ís the building stock in year T,

r is the geometric decay rate for the d.istant base

stock,

Àt is building additions in year t, anct

R is the fraction of additions rernaining after i years
(EPRI l-988 z2-26)

These two steps, backcasting and. determination of
average addítions, resurt. in a distant base year stock value
(F¿o) and a set of annual- add.itions that are constant Ín
each interval. Emproying the decay functions, the acld.it,ions

will reproduce the current base year stock value (Fsz) and

wil-r produce intermediate stock varues proportionar to the
demographic scale variable (EPRI l_9BB). The annual

additions values (A¿r Aez) and the distant base year

stock (F+o) are praced directly into the COMMEND input fil-e
(Epri l-eB8).

The varue for F4o, the building stock in Lg{o, hras

determined in the previous section by backcastingr stock
usj-ng population as a scale variable.
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Example of calculations:

At = Abarnl--5o = (Fso - F¿o t10)/(Rg+RB-I-...+R1+l-)

For Hospitals: ^
F4o = {a+lgzs fE'?
t;; = 4o53o72 fÈ'2
r = 0.985 (EPRI l-98822-23J

R values r¡rere calculated using the following formula:
Rt = L 1-l{l+exp[a+bt]]
where a : 6.9 and b = -Q.L53

A4l--50 = (4053 072-784:-:g75r,.98510 ) /g.g_7g
A;î-;Ã : 75L59 tt-.¿ is the average addition for the
inËeñ7al l-941- to L95o for hospitals.

Continuing the exarnple for the next ínterval, 51--60:

Àsl_-60 = t (Fe o -F¿o r2o) (Abarnl--so [Rrg+. ..+R1o] ) I /
{Rg+...+Rl+1}
where
F6O : 478L35g ft.?
t;; : 384Ls75 r:-'z
r : 0.985
À¿t-SO : 75l-59 Íl-1-.2
Rtg+...+Rj-O : 9.899
Rg+...*Rt*l-: 9.979

Àçr-<n : 12ool-4 fE.z is the average ad.d.ition for t'he
iñËeËüar l-951- to l-e6L for hospitals.

Similar calculations srere carried out for the noted

intervals for all building types and are presented in table

6. Figures g | 10, and 1-l- are a graphical presentatÍon of

the gross f l-oorstock additions.
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Table 6: Gross floorstock additions for HospitaÌs,
Personal Care Homes, and Combination Hosp/PcH.

Tnterval
L94L-50
l-95L-60
l_9 61_-7 0
L97l_-80
1_9I l--87

Average Additions (ft.2)
Hospital PCH Comb.

7 5L59
L2 0 0l_4
203250
2694sO
57 6824

709L7 r7L77
1l_3240 27 428
L9L780 46452
254244 61581_
54427 0 L31-83 0
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FIGURE 11:
GROSS FLOOR STOCK ADDITIONS
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Annua1 floor stock growth

the additions values in Table

rates are presented below.

rates !ùere estimated using

6. These estímated growth

Estimated annual floor stock growth
rates in sguare feet per year.

Building Types
Period Hospital PCH Combination
1_94l--50
l_951_-60
L96L-70
197 1-80
19 I 1-87

75L6
L2 00L
20325
26945
82403

7 092
Lt324
l_9L78
25424
777 53

L7L8
27 43
4645
61_58

18833

Health care Building Vintage Categorization

The proportion of Manitoba health care buildings

within specific vintage classes was estimated in the study.

These proportions give a rough est,inate of the proportion of

floor space within each vintage category. Vintage classes

!ì/ere derived by analyzing the freguency distributíon of year

of construction for a sample of each buílding type. The

date of construction vtas not available for all buildings.

Figures 12, 13, and L4 illustrat,e these frequency

distributions,
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FIGURE 12:

DISTRIBUTION OF YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION
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FIGURE 14:
DISTR IB UTIO N OF YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION

coME - HOSP (TOTAL POP)
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The Hospital building category was grouped into three

vintage categTories which correlated to major energy events

and to demographic periods. These categories are <1-940,

1-940 to L97O, and >L97O.

The relative proportion of buildings (and therefore

floor area) within vintage cLasses rrras calculated for both

the large population sample and the energy audit sample.

The results are shown in Table 7.

Similar vintage category analysis v/as carried out on

the two other building types in this study. The PcH

buitding category was grouped into three vintage categories.

These categories corresponded to major demographic trends

and major energy events. The vintage classes selected and

the proportion of buildings falling into that class are

presented in Tab1e 8.

Table 7 z Comparison of a population sample and energy
audit sample for frequency distribution of Manitoba
Hospitals within vintage classes.

Vintage
Class

Population
SamnIe

Energy-Audit

<L94 0
L940-L97 0

L2z
742

282
6LZ

Total ft.
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Tabte 8: A comparison of the population sample and energy
audit sample for frequency distribution of Manitoba
Personal Care Homes within vintage classes.

Vintage Population Energy-Audit
Class Samole

<L960
L960-L979

ez
85?

r_så
808

Total ft.

The Cornb. Hosp/PCH building categorv posed special

problerns when it came to placing it into vintage categories.

In many ínstances the Hospital port,ion of the building ruas

built much earlier than the PCH section. This disparity in

construction dates made it, impossible t,o come up wiÈh a

meaningful set of vintage categories for this building type.

It r{as decided to use the vintage category for hospitals

since the hospitals generally made up the larger floor area

of the combined building type.

The dífferences in the distribution between the sample

of the population and the energy audits does not lend

conclusive support to the hypothesis that, the energy audits

are a representative sample of health care buildings in

Manitoba. However, these dífferences nay be due to the

relatively sna1I sample of energy audits performed for these

building types. It should be noted that Esler (L987), with

a much larger number of energy audit,s performed on schools,

found that the energy audits are a representative sample of

schools in Manitoba. The differences may also be due to the
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fact that the population f igures were 'themselves only a

sample of the population and rnay therefore be imprecise.

Floor Stock Forecasting

The COMMEND moder provides a framework for forecasting
growth in floor stock and building additions. There are two

approaches:

(1) 'Additions approach. Building additions are
forecasted directry. FLoor stock forecasts are given by
decaying the existing stock and adding in the aaaitions.

(2) Stock approach. The building stock is forecast.ed
directly. Additions are inferred as the amount, of new
construction required to produce the stock forecastsl
(EPRI r.e88 -.2-3e) .

In both approaches, COMMEND allows the input of
forecast parameters and forecasÈ exogenous variabre varues.

COMMEND arrows the user to employ a wide variety of data and

estÍmation approaches. The options available are:
r-linear or double log

-with or without lagged dependent variables, and.

-up to four exogenous variabl_es for each building
type I (EPRI l-988 : 2-39 )

EPRI indicat,es that the stock approach is most often
used and it was employed in this study. The goal of thís
method is to create a sensible link between floor stock and

planning assumptions about the economy.
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For sinprification, a single variabre proportional
model of the following form shall be used..

FT:bXf
Where F is stock

T is the forecast year

X is an exogenous variable, and

b is a coefficient

The exogenous variable, x, shourd be a measure of
activÍty within the sector, such as routputr, or the price
of froor space. since this type of data is usuarry
unavailable, an alternative measure of activity must be

used, some exampres of which are regional income, population
and employment.

Popuration is a natural proxy variable for activity in
the health care subsector, since demand is driven by the
number of peopre (among other factors, such as median êge,
income, stress, etc). Employment is a very conmon

explanatory variabre in fr-oor stock equations (eg., peopre
and space go together), and wirr be discussed. in more detail
at a later point.

rn this study population is used as the proxy variabre
for activity in the hearth care subsector. As ind.icated
earrier, population is not an accurate proxy variabre, but
Ís the only one avail-abl-e at this tine. Another rinitation
to be noted is that presentry in Manitoba ftoor space is
pranned on a per health care program basis. For example, if
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a region of the province requires better service in
cardiovascular anarysis, a centraL hospiLar would be

arlocated funds to develop the program, includ.ing adding

fl-oor space if required. Arso, âs noted earlier, the median

age of the popuration in Manitoba is rising and this may

have a posÍtive impact on the number of individuals seeking

care in both hospitals and personal care homes. There is
no data available on future ernployment in the health care

sector (likery the best proxy variabre), and therefore
populat.ion wilI have to serve.

The coefficient b is a ratio of ftoor stock (F) to the
exogenous variable (X), in the near base year.

b = Fgg ,/ Xgg

soFT-bXt
and Ft = (Fee / Xee) o XT

v[ith this approach, the forecast ensures thaÈ the
ratio of floorsÈock to population wirr remain fixed in ar}
forecast years. By forecasting the exogenous variabre, in
this case popuration, a forecast of future floorstock can be

derived.

The following is a projection of Manitobars population

to the year 2006. The figures are taken from the statistics
Canada publication Population projectíons for Canada,

Provinces and Territories t-984-2006, projection l- (L995:69) .

I,ihile the publication offers five different projections, the
projection figures used in thís study represent, tthe most
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plausible course of events in the shorÈ termrr (Canada

1-985:41-) and are, in effect, the most conservative.

Year Populatíon (xl-OOO)
L088.4
l_099. t_

l_r-08.3
LLL6.3
1,L22.9
11_28.3
L1,32 .4
LL35.2
1136.9
l_l_37.5
LL37 .6
LL37 .4
1136.9
L1-36.L
l_t_35.1_
1-l-33.8
Ll.32 .4
l_L30.7
r-l_29.0

Forecast of Floorstock.

FT: (Es7/Ps7) * PT

where FT is the floorstock in forecast year T
FãZ is the estimated floorstock in L987
Pel is the population of Mb. in t987
Pr,'is the population of Mb. in forecast year T.

(a) Hospitals
FT : (5646859/1070000) * PT
FT=5.277*PT

(b) Personal Care Homes
FT : (5328:.-63/J-070000) * PT
FT : 4.979 * PT

(c) Conb. Hosp/PCH
FT : Q-29O564lL070O00) * PT
FT:I.206*PT

The following t,able present,s forecast floorstock for
the three building types using population as the scale

variable.

l_988
l_989
L990
l_99 L
L992
l_993
L994
1995
1"996
L997
l_998
L999
2 000
2 001_
2002
2 003
2004
2 005
2 006
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Table 9. Forecast,
for Hosp., PCH, and
variable.

floorstock in square feet
Cornb. using population as

( r_e88-2 006 )the scale

Year

l_988
l-989
l_99 0
L99L
L992
t_993
L994
l_995
l_996
L997
L998
1999
2 000
2 00L
2002
2 003
2004
2 005
2006

57 43963
580043 2
5848984
5891204
s92 6035
59s4s3 3
597 6L7r
5990947
59999L9
6003 086
6003 61_3

Forecast Floorstock Fn
Hosp PCH-----"'T

54L9787
5473069
551_888l_
5558718
559l_583
56L8473
563 8889
5652832
566]-297
5664285
56647A3

Conb.
L3L27 56
L325662
13 3 6758
L34 64 08
l_3 543 68
L3 6088 1
L3 6582 6
l_3 692 03
3.37t254
L37]-978
L372098

6002558 5663787 1371-857
s9999r9 5661,297 1_37 L254
5995697 56573L4 1370289
5990420 5652334 136908t
5983s59 564s860 l-367s1-s
59761-71- 5638889 t_365826
5967L99 5630424 L363776
5958227 562l.958 1_36L725

Notes: Underlined
forecasts (see the

figures should not be
discussion below).

used as floorstock

Figures 15, r-6 and L7 present a graphicar
representat.íon of Tabre 9. The forecast shows an increase
in floorstock up to the year i-998, after which the
floorstock decreases. This aberration is a result of the
use of popuration as a scale variable because population
projections for Manitoba indicate a decrease in popuration
after the year 1998. However, once floorstock is added. to
existing floorstock, it wirr rikery not be rernoved. (except

by naturar decay) once popuration st,arts to decrease. For
this reason floorstock forecast values for l_998 shouLd be

use for subseguent years.
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Note that for personal care homes the forecast
floorstock figures may be larger than in rearity since

Manitoba has been increasing it,s Home care program in recent
years. The Horne care Program gives care to elderry residents
in their or^rn homes in an attenpt to deray their entrance

into a personal care home. The rationare for this prog,ram

is that it is cheaper to care for peopre in their own homes

t'han to provide space and care in a personal care home.
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Developinq Energv Intensity Estimates (EI:EUI¡rSì

This section discusses energy int,ensity values (EI),
energy use indices values (EUr), and. fuer shares (s). Annua1

Er values are a measure of annuar energy use per square foot
of floor area. There are two nays of presenting Er varues:

(1) EI values for individual buildings (energy use per

square foot for a single site), and

(2) EI values for specific building types. These

aggregate values refer to average energy use per square foot
for a group of sites.

For an indívidual building, the annual energy

intensity for a specific fuel can be carculated as forrows:
Erb:EV/Fb
where Eb is the annual consumption of the fueÌ in

building b, and

Fb is the size of building b in square feet (EPRI

L988:3-1-) .

Aggregate Intensities
For a specific building group (e9., hospitals), the

annuar Er for a specific fuer can be calculated as folrows:

sum Eb E
EI:þ->ts.=-

where E is total annual consumption of the fuel,
F is total floor st,ock for the building type,and

=BItEb F
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b
building type (EPRI l-988 z3-2) .

The most coÍLmon unit,s of measurement for Ef values is
I{tIh/fE.z for electricity, and l0ctu/ft.2 for fossil fue1s.

Annual energy use index values (EUI values) measure

annual energy use per square foot of floor space in
buildings for a specific end-use and specific fuel type.

For example, 10 KWh/ft.2 for el-ectricity-spaceheat.ing-

hospitals.

COMMEND requires as inputs, averagle annual energy use

indices by end-use/fueI-type/building-type. COMMEND uses

these varues to calculate averaçfe annual Er varues in the

following v¡ay:

EI:S"*EUI.
where EI is the EI ratio for a building type,

Se is the average fuel share for end-use e, and

EUI. is the average EUI for end-use e.

Energy Use fndices Estimates (EUI)

Various methods exist for estinating disaggregated

average annual EUIrs. These include: (1) using estimates

derived from other studies ì (2) conducting end-use metering

studÍest (3) using building simul-ation modelsì (4)

performing conditional demand analysis (Esler l-987). For a

discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of these

methods see Esler 1987.
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The Energy Bus Audits are the source of the data used

in calculating the average annual EUI estimates used in this
study. The audits contain a sunmary of energy consumption

called the Energv Out Summary (See Appendix À for a sample).

Es1er describes this sunrmary:

rThe Energy Out Summary contained in the audits, a

table of final energy consumption, is determined by a

computer analysis program which uses inputs on building
characteristics, weather data, operational parameters and

monthly energy consumption. Annua1 energy consumption

attributable to each end-use in the Summary is expressed in
terms of KW.h and energy cost. The efficiency of heating

and ventilation eguipment is taken int,o account in this
table through the rrstack lossesrr termr (Esler 1-987).

End-uses examined within the energy audits incLude

heating, ventilationr lighting, fans and motors, water

heating, air cooling, car p1ugs, Iaundry and miscellaneous

consurnption.

The Energy Bus auditing program has been carried out

over many years, and as a result the audits may not be

representative of average consumption. To adjust for these

variances the annual fuel consumption estÍmates lrere weather

adjusted to a long term average (e9., 30 years). The

methodology for doing this is described in Appendix B. Note

that only weather sensítive end-uses heating, vent,ilation

and air conditioning - were weaÈher normal-ized.
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There are linitations inherent in generalizíng on the

energy characteristics of health care buildings by placing

them into vintage categories. Hospitals in many instances

have been built in stages over many years. The 1atter
additions may have different energy consumption

characteristics than the oríginal build.ing This makes

classifying a hospital within one vintage cat.egory

problematic in terms of calculating average annual EUIrs.

The majority of PCHrs on the other hand, have been

mainly built in the l-960 t s and l-9Z0 t s with few latter
additions. Classifying PCHrs within vintage categories is
therefore not problernatic in terms of calculat.ing EUIrs.

The Cornb. Hosp/PCHrs building category gives rise to a

special problem. PCHrs in many rural communit,ies were built
as additions to existing hospitaÌs. The energy audit,s do

not, in gTeneral, treat this cornbination as two dif ferent

buildings, and often annual energy consumption is given for
the combination instead of for the Hospital- and PCH

separately. Future energy audits should attempt to break

out the separate energy consumptions. AIso, when there was

rnultiple fuel usage in a building, there was no consistency

in the number of electricity meters for the buildings,

naking it difficult to differentiate with any certainty the

electricity consumpt,ion in the separate building types.

However, there rras usually only one gas meter for the two

buildings. These inconsistencies make it Írnpossible t,o

separate the Hospital EUIts from those of the attached PCH.
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fn most instances Èhe hospitals make up the larger floor
area of the Comb., and therefore it has been decided to use

the year of construction of the hospital as the vintage

category for both. Therefore, classifying a Cornb. building
within one vintage category is problematic.

EUI estination is also complicated by multiple fuel
heating use within a building. The energy audits showed

that a large proportion of hospitals are heated with more

than one fuel, which may or may not service different
portions of the total building floor area.

The energy audits also showed that the majority of
PCHrs are heated by multiple fuels. Comb. buildings, by

nature of the definition of the building type, and according

to the energy audits are heated by multiple fuels aLso. The

analysis intended to address these problems in the following

manner. It vras assumed that an entire buildiñg Èype (e9.,

Hospital, PcHr or Conb.) belonged to the vintage under which

it was first constructed. EUIrs were t,o be calculated for

each building type for : (a) buildings heated by a single

fuel, and then (b) for buildings heated by rnultiple fue1s.

It should be noted that hospitals should perhaps be

categorized by the number of beds sincer âs mentioned

earlier, not all hospitals have similar floor space per bed

allocations. However, the small number of energy audits

performed on heal-th care buildings makes classification

according to single and multiple fuel heating impossible, as
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statistically varid EUr estimates coutd not be carcurated
for such a smarr number of observations. The same is true
for categorizing according to vintage classes. Therefore,
due to the rimitations of the existing data, the anarysis
calculates EUIrs for each building type, assuming, one
vintage category and without crassifying according to single
or multiple fuer heating. Average annuar EUils vrere
determined by calcurating annuar end-use consumption for
each separate fuer and apportioning it, evenly across total
floor space for the individuar building. The EUr estimates
for each end-use and building type, arong with their
standard deviations and number of observatíons, are given in
Tables 10, 11, and L2.

Limitations to this analysj-s are:
(1) The smarr amount of detaired ínformation avairable on
the percentag'es of total froor area for each building type
within a particular vintage category,.
(2) The r-ack of information on the proportion of total
froor area space conditioned by a particular fuer type; and
(3) The smarr number of energy audits performed on hearth
care buildings.

The J-arge standard deviations associated wíth the
energy use indices estimates indicates that there may be
Iarge estimation errors. Marbek (1987:28) presents
electricar energy use indíces values for some end.-uses for
ontario Hospitals. They are as folr.ows (in ltt{. n¡f8.2¡ t
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Lighting
Mot,ors
Cooling

8.5
5.0
2.O

Space Heat, L8.l-

A, comparison of Marbekrs EUI values with those in
Table L0 indicates the following. The Lighting EUI value

(hospitals) calculated for this study may be to Iow,

although the lighting energy consumption values are the most

consistently det,ail-ed in the energy out, summaries, and

should therefore have the most confidence placed in them.

The motors EUI values from the two studies in guestion, ês

weII as the cooLing values, are very similar, and there is
therefore, little reason to doubt the Motors and cooling EUI

values from this study. The space heating EUI value from

Marbekrs report Ís much higher than that. for Manitoba as

indicated in this study (l-8.08 as compared to 6.65

I${.h/ft.2). This may in fact be a resul-t of the inability
of this study to determine the proportion of the floorstock
in individuar buildings which were heated by electricity and

by natural gas. Calculations for EUI values assumed energy

consurnpÈion for electric space heating was spread. over the

entire floorstock, but ín cases where there is nultiple fueL

usage for space heating (for example electric and natural
gas space heating) this would result in underesti¡nated EUI

values. The data could not be assessed on a sinle fuel
rnultiple fuel basis as the small number of observations for
each group would not produce statistically valid EUI values.

The writer concedes that the value may indeed be to low, but
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until more data is available, the calculated EUI value will

have to suffice.
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Table 10: Energy use indices fo¡ Manltoba Hospltals, all vlntages.

Fuel Type End-uses

Lighblng Spac6 VenLlI. V¡ater Alr Motors Car Laundry Hisc.
Heatlng Heatln6 Coollng Plugs

Elecbrlcliy 6.45 6.65 23.22 4.86 2.78 4.59 L.28 5'06 6.32
(K9l , h,/f b2 )

n.o. 13.00 6.00 1.00 2,00 10.00 9.00 13.00 1.00 13.00
s.d. 2.78 5.38 6.08 1.81 2.70 2.52 1.30

Natu¡al Gas n/a 2!.57 29.70 16.38 n/a n/a n/a 7'96 8.49
(KVt.h/fLz>

n. o. n/ a 13.00 10.00 9,00 n/ a n/ a n/ a 6.00 5 ' 00

s.d. n/a 3.86 L2,27 8.S7 n/a n/a n/a 4.38 8.98

OtI D/a 30.67 46.15 7.29 n/a n/a n/a
(K9l.h,/frz )

n.o. n/a 3.00 1.00 1.00 n/a n/a rl/a
s.d. n/a 15.08 nla ¡/a n/a

Table 11: Energy use lndlces for Manitoba Personal Care Homes, all vlntages'

FueI Type End-uses

Lighblng Space Veniil, llater Air Mobors Car Laundry Misc.
Heating Heating Coollng Plugs

Electriclty 3.58 14.09 11.61 7.97 !.44 3.46 0.58 10.41 4.65
(KW.h,/fLz)

n,o. 16.00 9.00 7.00 5.00 13'00 11.00 14.00 3.00 15.00
s.d. 1.54 9.13 4.64 4.45 0.96 r.24 0.52 12.66 2.52

Natural Gas n/a 14.46 L5.22 9'24 n/a n/a n/a 8.63 6.86
(KW.h,/frz)

n.o. n/a 12.00 11.00 8.00 n/a n/a n/a 6.00 6.00
s.d. n/a 5.88 8.35 4.82 n/a n/a n/a 6.18 7.50

OII n/a
(KW.h,/fL2)

n.o. n/a
s.d. n/a

n/a n/a n/a

n/â n/a n/a
n/a n/a n/a

Table 12: Energy use indlces for Manitoba Coûibination EoEp,/PCE, all vlnLages'

FueI T¡4le End-uses

Llghtlng Space Venbil. Wat€r Atr Motors Car Laundry Mísc.
HeaÈing lleatint Coollnt Plugs

Elecbriclby 5.32 11.79 12.43 5.2L 1.51 5.36 0.56 3.02 6'96
(Krl.}:./frz)

n. o, 9. OO 9.00 7 .00 5 ' 00 8.00 7 ' 00 6.00 3. 00 7.00
s.d, 2.80 4.67 7.39 3.99 1.09 2.28 0.29 r.27 3'87

Natural Gas n/s 3.40 11.e2 7.94 n/a n/a n/a
1ç¡. þ/frz )

n.o. n/a 2,00 2.OO 2'00 n/a n/a n/a
s.d. i/a 4.81 5.68 1.76 n/a n/a n/a

Oil n/ a 2L.L4 23 .76 18 . 63 nl a nl a n/ a

(KÍ¡.h,/frz)
n.o. rl/a 5.OO 3.00 2.00 n/a n/a n/a
s. d. n/ a !2.57 11,65 18.33 n/a nla n/ a

Notes: n.o. refe¡s to the nu¡nber of observatlons
s.d. refers to th€ standard devlatlon
n,/a means thah this comblnation of end-use and fuel bype l8 noÈ used by CO$I{END

---- means that data was noL avallable to determlne thls value
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Utility Sales Data

CoMMEND also reguires monthly utility sales data

preferably disaggregated into commercial subsectors for

calibrating EUI estimat,es. To this end, a request $¡as

subrnitted to Manitoba Hydro for the monthly electricity

consumption of the ALg health care buildings considered in

this study, including hospitals, personal care homes, and

residential care homes. Data vtas not retrieved for

approximately 242 of these buildings. This lclas due to

problems with name changes, closures, and incorrect

addresses.

Monthly utility electrical sales data 1,'las collected

for 50 of the 75 hospitals in Manit.oba (672) , 80 of the 94

personal care homes (853), and. 26 of the 27 combination

Hosp/PCHs (96Z). Residential care homes are not assessed in

this study.

Permission vras given by InterCity Gas to collecL data

on monthly natural gas consumption, but only for those

customers frorn which a formal lôtritten permission was

obtainecl. For this reason a written reguest for permission

to search natural gas utility saLes data was mailed 'Eo all

health care facilities for which adclresses r¡tere availabl-e

and which !üere in the service areas of InterCity Gas.

Monthly utitity natural gas sales data v¡as collected for 20

of the 75 hospitals (272) , 44 of the 94 PCHs (472) , and 7 of

the 27 combination Hosp/PCHs (26S). While it can be assurned
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that all heatth care facilities consume electricity, the

same cannot be assumed for natural gas.

To obtain the total utílity sales figures, part of the

consumption data had Èo be estimated. For electrical

consumption, this was achieved by calculating energy

intensity values (I$I.h/ft2) using existing data on area and

electricity consumption. These EI values l^Iere then placed

into groups correspond.ing to the number of beds in a

facility. These groups l^Iere L-24, 25-49 | 50-99, l-00-l-99,

2OO-2gg, and, >300. An average EI was determined for each of

these groups. These averages and their associated standard

deviations and number of observations are presented below in

Table L3.
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Table L3: Estimates of energy intensity values from
electrical utility sales data and floorstock.

Size
(beds)

Average
( r(w. h/ ftz )

Standard
Deviation

Number of
Observations

HOSPITALS

L-24
25-49
50-99
l_00-L99
200-299
>3 00

23.98
L9.82
12. Ll- (used 20)
29.75
l_9.86
23.35

t7 .39
LL.45
6.5L
6.2L
0
8.1_4

1_8

7
7
4
L
5

PERSONAL CÀRE HOMES

t-24
25-49
50-99
Lo0-l-99
oo-299
>3 00

L0.39
t_6. 09
17.79
L4.57
r-l_.96
r-5.9L

8.39
9.O4
9.59
5.92
4.07
o.52

5
1_5

27
t-o

9
2

CoMBINATION HOSP/PCfl

L-24
25-49
50-99
L00-l-99
200-299
>3 00

;;:;,
26.53

1i1

;;:;.
1,4 .7 4

:___

l_5

Note: ---- indicates data was not avaílable for this
group.

The averag:e EI values had, for the most part, large

standard deviations which indícates there may be Iarge

estimation errors. This is possibly due to the small- sample

size in each group, and to the varying behavior in

consumption practices within the building-type groups. BETT

(t-983:i) estimated. average energy consumption in all

Canadian hospitals (aII fuel types) for l-98L 4s 72.6

Iût.h/ft.2. The report unfortunately did not break down the
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EI value into different fuel types. EPRI (l-988 z3-L2)

estimated the average energy intensity value for Health

buildings at 1-8.6 l(ttI.h/ft.2 which is reasonably cLose to the

average EI for Manitoba hospitals (21- KW-in/Í-.L-2) -

The calculated averag:e annual EI values for

Hospitals, PCHs, and Comb.s within the different size

groups hrere used (except where noted) in estimating

electricity consumption. This was done by determining the

product of the estimated EI value (corresponding to the

number of beds in a facility) and the floor area of that

facílity for aLI building types. The collected data on

electrical consumption hlas then summed and added to the

estímated consumption figures. Table L4 presents the

electrical sales data for all three building types.

TabIe
HeaIth

L4z Electrical
Care subsector

utility sales
(tirne period

data
os/87

for
to

the Manitoba
osl88 )

Building Type Energy Sales

Hospitals

Personal care Homes

Combination HosP/PCH

Total

L1-9.988 GW.h

82.555 GW.h

26.541- GW.h

229.O84 GW.h

The same Process !,tas used

utility sales figures. Table L5

EI values for natural gas

facilities.

in assessingi natural gas

presenÈs the average annual

in Manitoba Health Care
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Table L5: Estimates of energy
natural gas utilitY sales data

intensity values from
and floorstock.

Size
(beds)

ÀveragTe
(fE3/ ft-2)

Standard
Deviation

Number of
Observations

HOSPITALS

L-24
25-49
50-99

1-OO-l_99
200-299

>3 00

L97 .7 4
78.37
5l_.98
89.16

l_.78
3.8

190.88
89 .49
75.02

L53.34
0
6.52

2
6
3
3
l_

5

PERSONAL CÀRE HOMES

1--24
25-49
50-99

1-00-l_99
200-299

>3 00

45.99
35.33
33.90
33.43

l_. 86

68.86
63.22
67 .9r
78.66

o

9
t7

9
6
I

CoMBINATTON HOSP/PCH

L-24
25-49
50-99

l_00-199
200-299

>3 00

50. 32
r21,.2

26 .64
63. l_

Note: ---- indicates data was not available for this
group.

Natural gas utility sales data were not estimated due

to the large ineguities in the calculated average EI values.

These ineguities are Iíkely due to instances where multiple

fuel consumption took p1ace. In these instances, assuming

the fuel can be apportioned to the entire floorstock'for a

build.ing where only a fraction of the floorstock is serviced

by that fuel, would result, in underestimating the fuel

consumption per square foot.
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End-use Equipment Penetrations

COMMEND also requires as an input, end-use equiprnent'

penetrations. Currently there is no available data on end-

use eguipment penetrations in the Manitoba commercial

sector. However, a recent study by Engineering Interface

Ltd., entitled Commercial/fnstitutional Buitdíngs Electrical

Enerqy Technology Study (1988) ' provides current (l-988) and

future (2OOO) end-use equipment penetrations for Ontario.

The future penetrations are given, both for a scenario where

there are no government supplied incentives to buy the

assessed end-use, and also where incentives are supplied.

Current end-use penetrations from the above mentioned

report have been used in this study to assist in the

development of energy conservation supply curves, whictr will

be discussed in the next chapter. Appendix C contains a

sunmary of these penetrations.

IIVAC System Fuel Efficiency

Average annual HVAC system fuel efficiency is reguired

as an input to COMMEND for calibrating base year EUIrs.

Average efficiencies for each fuel type broken down into

Hospital and PCH building-types vtere obtained from the

energy audits. these efficiency est,imates, alongr with their

standard devÍation and number of observations are presented

in Table l-6. Average efficiencies for the Comb. building-

type \.tere not calculated as it, hlas felt that the hospital

and PCH building types would provide suitable information.

Tab1e L6 illustrates that the efficiency of eÌectric heating
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systems is constant for aII build'ing types' âs it is a

convention to consider electric furnace efficiency to be

Looå. Natural gas efficiencies appear to be slightly better

in hospitals than PcHs, although this ís possibly due t'o

inaccuracies caused by the small size of the sample.

F'rrel Strares (Se)

FueI shares refer to

conditioned bY a Particular
shares can be defined in tr¿o

that fraction of floor space

fuel/end-use combination. FueI

IÀIayS:

Ls

AS

lrlhole-Building Approach. The whote building approach

based on total building space. Fuel shares are defined

follows:

se

Fb

c :BtËå¡"e 
gurn Fp

is the share for equiPment tYPe e,

is square footage for building b, and

Tabte 1-6: Furnace ef f iciencies for
Manitoba Health Care subsector (alI

buíldings
vintages) .

in the

Fuel
Type

Average
EfficiencY

Standard
Deviation

Number of
observations

Hospitals
ElectricitY
Natural Gas

1-O0t
808

o
3.40

2
L4

Personal Care Homes

ElectricitY
Natural Gas

100t
772

o
3.34

5
L2

where
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b € e indicates a sum over buildings that
have eguipment type e (EPRI L988:4-1-) .

With this definition a building is included in the

numerator if it has the specific end-use being analyzed. If

it is inctuded, all square footage for that building is

included. The whole-building approach, therefore, measures

that fraction of space that is in at1 buildings of the type

being analyzed (eg., hospitals) that have the specified end-

use equipment.

Conditioned Space Approach. This approach is based

upon the conditioned portion of the total space. FueI

shares are defined as follows:

: BËË 
F¡ cuç 

= BìlÐ F¡ç

gun rp gum Fp

where Cb" is the fraction of building b conditioned
by-end-use e, and
Fxo is the area in building b conditioned by
eñä-use e (EPRI L988 z4-2) "

This approach is used for two reasons. The first is

for dealing with cases where only a fraction of floor space

is conditioned. This is usually applied to heating and

cooling end-uses, but is not used for water heating,

refrigeration, or miscellaneous.

se

The second reason for usíng this approach is to deal

with cases where there are rnultiple fuels" In the above

formula, Cbe is the fraction of total space that is served

by a specific fuel type. This may be a fracÈion of the

conditíoned space or of total space.
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EPRI ( l-988 ) indicates that either approach (whole-

building or conditioned-space) may be usedr âs long as the

EUI values are estimated accord.ingly. The section of this

report dealing with the estimation of EUI values, used a

whole building approach (eg., end-use/fuel consumption was

d.ivided by the total conditioned floor area for a specific

building to estimate the EUI value). For this reason, and

also because the Energy Bus audíts do not contain

information on fractions of total space conditioned by

specific end-uses, the whole-building approach to estimating

fuel slrares I,tas used.. Also, the enerqy audits do not

contain information concerning fractions of the cond'itioned

space serviced by a fuel type when there are multiple fuel

types present.

Fuel shares hrere estimated for the Manitoba Health

care subsector using data frorn the Energy Bus audits and are

presented in Table L7. Note that COMMEND assumes that water

heating fuel shares are predetermined by space heating fuel

shares, and that Iight, air conditioning and fans/motors

end-uses are fueled. entirely by electricity. CoMMEND also

assumes that ventilation is fueled entirely by electricity'

This is not a valíd assumption as evid.enced by analysis of

the ventilatÍon fuet shares. It is ímportant to note that

the Energy Bus audit data does not make the same assumptions

as COMMEND concerning ventilation energy. The ventilation

ín the Energy Bus audits is due to reconditioning of air

brought, into the building and could be powered by a number
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of fuels including oiI, natural gâs, electricity, and

propane. Users of COMMEND must take this into account,

perhaps by nodifying the program.
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Table L7 z End-use fuer shares (s) for Manitoba HearthCare facilities.
End-uses FueI

Electricity
Types
Natural Gas oil

Building type = Hospital
Sample size = L8
Total- floor area of sample

Lighting l-00

fl-.2

n/a
9
L
1

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

2,236,932

n/a
88
59
55

n/a
n/a
n/a

46
46

Space Heating l-5
Ventilation 0.3
hlater Heating 2.5
Àir Condition LOO
Fans/Motors L00
Car Plugs 62
Laundry 5
Miscel-laneous 62

Lighting
Space Heating
VentÍIation
I,Iater Heating
Air Condition
Fans/Motors
Car Plugs
Laundry
Miscellaneous

t_00
24
L8
t4

Lo0
l_00

78
1_0

79

:i:
n/a
n/a
:l_:

Building type : Personal Care Home
Sample size : 20
Total floor area of sample : 952,546 Ft.

n/a
69
69
47

n/a
n/a
n/a

34
4L

Lighting
Space Heating
Ventilation
I^Iater Heating
Air Condition
Fans/Motors
Car Plugs
Laundry
Miscellaneous

l-00
69
4L
28

L00
l_00

54
20
59

n/a
65
37
3t_

n/a
n/a
::_:

Building type = Combination Hosp/pCH
Samp1e size : LL
Total floor area of sample = 5241560 Ft.

n/a
6
6
6

n/a
n/a

:i?
Notes:
n/a = not applicable; these end-use/fuel combinations
are assumed to be technically infeasible.
--- No data were recorded for this category.
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Utilization
COMMEND reguires data on the change in implementation

of end.-use equipment from one year to the next for two

circumstances. Es1er (Lg87) points out TCOMMEND models

utíIization for two scenarios: (a) for existing buildings

where there ís no change in eguipment, thus, utilization is

responsive only to price changes; and (b) for new and

existing buildings where equipment is added, thus'

utilization is responsive t,o both price responses and the

efficiency of new equipment. Data on end-use eguiprnent

penetrations and changes in existing commercial buildings,

and equipment penetratíons in nelÀl building st'ock are not

available for Manitobat (Es1er L987:1-05) '
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chapter Four: The cost of conserved Energy in th^e

Mariito¡a Hea1th Care Subsector: Supply Curves of
Conserved EnergY

This chapter calculates the costs of saving a Kw.h of

electricity associated with the application of several

different conservation methods to electrical end-uses (for

exarnple, the replacement of standard electric motors with

energy efficient electric motors). It also determines the

potential guantity of electricity which could be saved in

the Manitoba Health care subsector assumi-ng a l-00 percent

market penetration rate for the electrical energy

conservation end-uses (for example, assuming that all

existing standard electric motors are replaced with energy

efficient motors).

The costs per KVt.h of saved electricity and the

potential quantities of saved. electricit'y are presented

graphically in the form of rrElectricity conservation supply

Curvesrr (Àppendix F) for the various conservation methods

and three building types in the Manitoba Health care

subsector (hospitals, personal care homes, and, combination

hospital /PcH), and. in the form of rrcomposite Electricity
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conservation supply curvesrr (Figures L9, 20 and 2L) for the

afore ment,ioned three building types'

The chapter begins with a brief introduction to supply

curves of conserved energy. It then presents a detailed

discussion of the development of theses curves, including

data reguirements, interacÈive effects (eg., the effect that

the implementation of one conservation method' has on

another), and the various types of conservation supply

curves. The chapter proceeds to develop the cost's/unit of

electricity for the selected conservation measures and

calculates the potential guantity of saved elect'ricity'

These values are presented in the supply curves díscussed

above and their meaning is discussed in the section titled

Itlnt,erpreting the Supp1y Curves of Conserved Energlyrr '

Introduction

since the rnid 1-970rs, utilities have become interested

in planning methods that concentrate on alternatives to

suppty-side options. Least-cost planning (LcP) and demand-

side management (DsM), âs discussed in chapter Two, are two

of these alternatives. They reduce the need for ne\^I energy

sources by changing the vray energy is used' Least-cost

planning is an attempt to balance the mix of supply-side and

demand-side options to meet, societíes energy needs at the

Ieast-cost (EPRI 1"987b) .

one important aspect of LcP is the development of

rconservation supply curvesrr. The notion of these curves
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came from the end-use perspective on the analysis of fuel

supply and demand. This approach begins by recognizing that

demands for energy are derived from more fundamental demancls

for energy services (such as Iíghting and heating). LcP

seeks the most cost effective way of providing the energy

end-use services in an economy. To accomplish this,

techniques (such as scheduling of motors) and technologies

(such as energy efficient motors), which can recluce the

energy reguirements for a particular end-use service must be

compared on a symmetrical basis with energy supply options.

The rrconservation supply curverr is a conceptual tool for

addressing such symmetrical comparisons. It is partially

analogous to the conventional economic supply curve (Marbek

Le87).

Within economic theory, the concept of a supply curve

is one that expresses the instantaneous relationship beÈween

the price of a cornmodity and the guantity which wil-I be

delivered at that price. In a conservation supply curve,

rrpricetr is replaced by rrcostrr (the cost of conserving a unit

of energy), and the trguantitY'r refers to quantity of energy

which can be conserved (or supplied through conservation)

given a specific conservation measure. The cost of

supplying a unit of energy through conservation can then be

compared to the cost, of supplying a unit of energy through

constructing ne!{ supply structures. Figure L8 presents an

illustrative example of a supply curve of conserved energy.
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Figure 18: Example of a supply curve
(from Meier f983:I9)

of conserved energy.

Price of new eryrjy

Cumulotive energy soved Totol energy used

A schematíc supply curve of oonserved energy. Implementation of
'measure x" will save energy, (AB)x, at a cost per unit of oonserved
energy, C*.
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Developinq Conservation Supply Curves

A supply curve of conserved energy is sinilar to a

supply curve for reserves of any energy source. It ranks

the reserves of energy in order of increasing cost and shows

how large each reserve is. The curve slopes u¡lward since

increasing guantities of conserved energy becomes available

at higher costs.

Three types of information are reguired to construct a

conservation supply curve. They are:

(1) the baseline energy use (against vrhich the energy

savings are measured),

(2) the guantity of energy that can be saved by a

particular conservation measure, and

(3) the cost of the conservation measure.

Baseline Energy Use

The conservation rrsupply[ is essentially the

difference between the energy use if the conservation

measure vrere not ímplemented and the energy use after the

conservat,ion measure is implemented. It is, therefore,

important to have accurate baseLine energy end-use data.

ouantity of Saved Energy

The horizontal co-ordinate (x-value) on the suppl-y

curve is the cumulative energy saved annually by that
measure and all measures preceding it, ín the supply curve.

Deternining this value reguires research into the

characteristics of the energy-using st.ock. Research lool<s
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into experience with end-use technologies and techniques,

and into mathematical models (for example, building energy

rnodels). Mode1s are used to assess conditions when several

measures are being considered on one curve, because the

baseline energy use will change after each measure, and this

in turn will affect the savings that can be achieved v¡ith

subseguent measures (Marbek L987). This will be further

discussed in the section titled Interactive Effects.

The Cost of Conserved Energy

Deterrnining the cost of conserved energy (y-value)

requires engineering and economic data. The unit cost of

conserved enerqly, CCE (in cents per kfl.h), is calculated by

dividing the annual investment in conservation

materials and. labour) by the annual energy savings:

( for

ccE : annual investment (S per year) .

annual- energy saved (kI^¡h per year)

Investrnent occurs only once and must be annualized by

multiplying it by the capital recovery factor'

where n is the life time of the measure (in years), and
d is the díscount rate.

The unit cost of conserved energy is therefore

determined by the formula:

CCE = (capital- recovery factor) x (investment)
annual energy saved

CCE = (I/E) (. d =*)(L (l- + d) ")
or
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where I is the ínit.ial investment
E is the annual saving in energy (compared to
the baseline)

It can be seen therefore, that the cost of conserved

energy is dependant upon four variables:
(1) rlnvestment (or initial cost) of the conservation

measure,

(2) Ànnua1 energy savings expected from the measure,

(3) Amortization period of the investment, and

(4) Discount rate of the investorr (Meier l_983:2L).

There are obvious analogies to the criteria for
Ínvestment in the supply sector:

(1) rCost of extraction facility,
(2) Rate of extraction,
(3) Depreciation of facility (and possibly depletion of

the reserves), and

(4) Discount rate of the firm' (Meier L9B3 z?l-J .

Interactive Effects
rThe baseline against which energy savings are measured

is affected by all other measures previously irnplemented,
and this is the root of the interact,ive effects which
constitute the most difficult methodological problem in
the construction of conservation supply curves. Measures
typically save some percent,age of the baseline energy use,
and so the absolute savings they achieve change (usually
downward) in proportion to the amount of energy saved by
all the previous measures. This in turn affects the unit
cost of the measure (which is inversely proportional to
the absolute value of E).

Àn example is provided by Meier (L982), who developed
an algorithn for calculating the CCE for a sequence of
space heating conservat,ion measures for a house. First,
the CCE of each of the eight measures is calculated as if
it were the first to be implemented. Then the lowest cost
measure (duct insulation in this case) is implemented, the
baseline energy is recalculated and the unit costs of the
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remaininçt measures are recalculated and re-ordered. The
iterat.ioñ continues until the optÍmum order is identified.
However, if the initiat cost of duct insulation is
increased until it, is slightly more expensive than the
next cheapest measure (wall insulation), its ultimate
posit,ion in the order falls not to second but to fourth
because of the interactive effects on other measures of
insulating the walls first.

Commercial lighting conservation neasures provide
another example of these interactive effects. Reductions
in the energy output of lights reduce the cooling
requirements in commercial buildings in the summer and
increase the heating reguirements in the winter. Thus,
Iighting efficiency improvements also save air
conditiòning energy but, if implemented first, increase
the unit costs of air conditioning efficiency
improvements, and conversely for heating energy.

These interactive effects illustrate an important
Iinitation of conservation supply curves that are based on
the cost of the conserved energy. The implement,ation of
one measure can send the unit cost of a similar measure
sky-rocketing. For example, measured against a common
basel-ine, insutating an attic Èo level A may save
electricity at 2 cents/kWh, and insulating it to level B
may save more elect,ricity at, a slightly higher.unit cost.
BuL because of the high labour component of this measure,
if the attic is insulated to level A, the unit cost of
insulating to l-eve1 B' given the new baseline, will
íncrease greatly. Thus to avoid double counting, a unit
cosÈ value must be select,ed to provide a basis for
choosing between similar and mutually exclusive (for
practical purposes) options t (Marbek 3-987:5) .

Micro Conservation SuPPIY Curves

The micro conservation supply curve is one for a

single unit end-use device or process (Marbek L987). For

example, a conservation supply curve designed to show

collections of technical changes that could save electricity

in a sÈandard electric motor, and show their costs compared

with the resulting savings. At this level it is possible to

get precise data on the end-use device and hence prepare a

precise curve
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Macro Conservation Suppl-y Curves

This type of supply curve is used to describes the

total conservation potential for many units of an end-use

device. For example, a curve showing the conservation

potential of technical changes in lighting for the Hea1th

Care subsector. Macro supply curves can be used to describe

the aggregate of nultiple end-use conservation potential in
an entire sector of the economy and thus, can be quite

complex. The analysis uses averaçte baseline energy use,

average costs for measures, average effects of the measures,

and, most difficult, average interactíve effects (Marbek

L987). As Marbek points out rUntil much larger statistical
energy end-use and conservation data bases are available,

the development of macro conservation supply curves wiII
reguire the heroic assumption that distributions are normal

about the averages, and that the data allow one to make a

reasonable approximation of the averager (Marbek L987:6).

Conservation Supply Curves Studv Methodol-ogy

The

curves of
subsector

l_.

2.

assessed.

methodology for
conserved energy

is as follows:

Identification of

the development of the supply

for the Manitoba Health Care

potential data sources.

Identification of conservation measures to be

Calculation of the baseline energy.3.
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4.

5.

measures.

Calculation of the energy savings.

Calculation of the cost of the conservation

6. Construction of the conservation supply curves.

7. Interpreting the conservation supply curves.

The Potential for Enerqy Conservation in the Manitoba Health
Care Subsector

An Overview of the Major Data Sources

The major approaches to data collection for developing

supply curves of conserved energy are engineering

simulat,ions, survey research, end-use metering, and

literature reviews inclucling technical reports,

manufacturers publications, consultants reports, and end-use

studies. Since supply curves of this nature have never been

constructed before in Manitoba, there is no organized data

base from which to draw.

The main data sources for determining the baseline

energy use for specific end-use/fuel-type/buildÍng-type

combinations were the Energy Bus Audits, ENERHOSP, and data

colLected by Energy and Mines sunmer students. These data

sources are described in Chapter Three.

The main data sources for calculating the energy

savings which can be achieved by a part,icular conservation

measure, and the cost of that, measure, include: (1)
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technicaÌ reports ì (2) manufacturers publications; (3)

consultants reports î (4) discussion with experts; (5) energy

bus audits; and (6) retail and installation cost data from

retailers.

ontario Hydro and the ontario Ministry of Energy are

currently pursuing studies in energy conservation potential

within its economic sectors. They have commissioned a

number of studies by various consutting companies, in

particular Marbek Resource Consultants Ltd. and Engineering

Interface Ltd. (EfL). These studies include technical

reports such as the Commercial/Institutional Buildings:

Electrical Enercrv Technoloqv Study by EIL, and the

development of conservation supply curves such as

Electricity Conservation Supp1y Curves for ontario by

Marbek. TransAlta Utilities in Alberta is currently
pursuing end-use forecast studies and therefore has the

potentiat to develop conservation supply curves.

fdentification of Conservation Measures to be Assessed

Conservation measures to be used in the supply curves

r{rere assessed based on the following criteria: availability

of data regarding end-use energy efficiencies, end-use

market penetrations, and fuel consumption by end-use and

building type.

Tab1e L8 presents the nine conservation measures which

r¡¡ere sel-ected and apptied to the three building types in the

study.
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TabLe L8: Conservation
These nine measures are

MEASURE

measures assessed in the studY.
applied to aIl building tYPes.

END-USE FUELTYPE

E.E. FLUOR. L-1-
E.E. FLUOR. L-3
COMPACT FLUOR.
H.E.CENTRAL COOLING
H.E.UNITARY COOLÏNG
E.E. MOTORS
E.MAN.CONTROL SYS
MOTOR BAI,ANCE-ATR
MOTOR BALÄNCE-WATER

LIGHTING
LIGHTING
LIGHTING
SPÀCECOOL
SPACECOOL
MOTORS
MOTORS
MOTORS
MOTORS

ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRTC
ELECTRTC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRTC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC

Appendix D contains a descript,ion of the conservation

measures. Note that one measure included in Appendix D is

not assessed in this study due to lack of data. That

measure is called Energy Efficient Lighting Level Two.

The above measures are applied only to the fuel type

electricity for the followingi reasons.

The commercial sectorrs use of natural gas is maínIy

for space heatíng. Hospitals and PCHs commonly use natural

gas boilers, which have for the most part, already been

upgraded to a high energy efficiency. Other conservation

measures which could be employed to conserve natural gas (or

other energy forms for that matter) in the space heating

end-use include such things as caulking/weatherstripping'

and temperature setback. These types of measures are

considered to be rrno-cost/1ow-costtt measures and represent a

large energy conservation potential. They have not been

assessed in this study because it is irnpossible to know how

much has already been irnplemented (e9., what are the

penetratíon rates of the measures?), and also because the
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costs of the measures are very site specific (eg. the cost

varies significantly from building to building) and any

calculation of costs would have therefore been very

imprecise. Low-cost/no-cost measures exist for other fuel

types also for example turning off lights when not in use.

The conservation supply curves which will be produced in

this study are therefore not complete in terms of the energy

conservation potential of the Health Care subsector, and. may

well under-represent it.

As mentioned in Chapter Three, there is not enough

data availabLe to determj-ne baseline energy use for oil and

propane. For this reason conservat,ion measures for these

fueL types were not assessed.

The above discussion makes it clear that these supply

curves of conserved energy for the Manitoba Health Care

subsector are not complete and should therefore be

considered preliminary.

Calculation of the Baseline Energy Use

The baseline energy use is calculated for end-

use/fuel-type cornbinations for each building type in the

follov¡ing manner:

Baseline energy use : EUI * FlqorstocS
: KIII.h/ft-.' * ft..'

KW. h

The EUIts were estimated in Chapter Three and can be

found in Tab1es 10, 11, and 12. The floorstock for each
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building type was also estimated in chapter Three and can be

found in Table 3.

Tablel.gisaSunmaryofthebaselineenergyusefor

the time Period 05/87 to 04/88'

Table L9:
use/fuel-tYPe
subsector for

Summary of baseline
combinations in the

the time Period 05/87

energy use for end-
Manitoba Health Care

HOSPITALS sQ.
BY

FT.

FUEL

ELEC
ELEC
ELEC
ELEC
ELEC
ELEC
ELEC
ELEC

LIGHTING
SP.HTNG
VENTIL
I^IAT HTNG
AIR COOL
MOTORS
CARPLUGS
MISC

36422240
3755]-6L2

L3 r-1-2 0065
27 443734
L568L327
259L9082

7227979
357 446L7

TotaI=

PERSONAL CARE HO},18S SQ. FT.

FUEL END-USE

ELEC
ELEC
ELEC
ELEC
ELEC
ELEC
ELEC
ELEC

LIGHTING
SP.HTNG
VENTIL
!'TAT HTNG
AIR COOL
MOTORS
CARPLUGS
MISC

L907 4824
750738L7
6L859972
42465459

7 672555
t8488725

3 0903 34
24775957

Total=
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COMBINATION HOSPITAL/PCH TOTAL ÀREA= L29O564 SQ.FT.
TOT ENERGY CONSUMED BY

FUEL END-USE END-USE (Ic^Ih)

ELEC LIGHTING
ELEC SP.HTNG
ELEC VENTIL
ELEC WAT.HTNG
ELEC AIR COOL
ELEC MOTORS
ELEC CARPLUGS
ELEC I,AUNDRY
ELEC MISC

6865800
L52L57 49
L604L7LO

6723838
l-93 5846
69],7 423
73562L

449LL62
8982325

Total= 679O947 4 KI^I. h

Total electrical energy consumption for the Manitoba
Health Care Subsector : 63752L773 KW.h

Calculation of the Energy Savinqs (ES)

Energy savings refers to the amount of energy which

can be saved from the baseline of energy use by applying a

specific conservation measure, such as replacing a standard

efficiency motor with an energy efficient motor. Energy

savings for the selected conservation measures !'rere

calculated using the following formula:

ES=BEXAXSX(P-PC)

ES = energy saved (I([{h)

BE = total Baseline energy used (IC{h) for a specific
end-use/fuel-type/building-type combination (for example,

total electric lighting consumption in hospítals)

A : Applicabitity (that fraction of the end-use energy

consumption to which the measure is applicable)
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S : Per cent energy savings compared to standard

technology

P = Total potent,ial market penetration of the end-use.
P = L.O for all end-uses.

Pc : Current market, penetration (1-988) (these values

rârere obtained from Engineering fnterface Ltd. L988242).

The following is an example of these calculations:
end-use: ]ighting
fuel type: electricity
building type: hospit,al

standard technology: fluorescent lamp fixture
2 - 40 watt, lamps
1 - l-6 watt ballast

sYstem energy = 96 watts

conservation measure: replace with the following:
2 - 34 watÈ EE lamps
l- L0 watÈ EE ballast

so system energy is
lanP energy = 2 x 34 watt,s +
ballast energy : l-O watts 2 watts (due to L watt

reduced draw for energy efficient tubes)
syst'em energy = 76 watts

Difference in system energies = 96 76 = 20 watts

S = per cent savings from baseline energy use
= 20 watts/96 waLLs = 2L t

A, the fraction of energy use to which the measure is
applicable was obtained from Engineering Interface Ltd.ts
Cornmercial/Institutional Buitdings: Electrical Energy

Technology Study (l-988:Appendíx BL. EIL derived the

applicability factors from various sources and where no

infonnation hras available, an estimate of the application
factor was made based on EfL experience (Engineering

Interface Ltd. L988).
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Pc, the current market penetration was also obtained

from Engineering Interface Ltd.ts Commercial/fnstitutional-

Buíldings Electrical Energy Technoloqy Study ll-988:Appendix

sI.

Contj-nuing with the example:

BE : 361422,24O KW.h
S : O.21,
À : 0.82
Pc : .L5
P : 1-.00

ES:BExSxÀx (P-Pc)
ES : 5133L,L23 KW.h

Thus, 5,331-1855 KWh of electrical energy can be saved

in Hospitals by installing Level One Energy Efficient
Fluorescent Lighting.

A cornplete sunmary of energy savings (ES), baseline

energy use (BE), savings from baseline energy use (S),

applicability (A), current market penetration (pc) and

market penetration in the year 2000 (P) for the various end-

uses/fuel type/building type can be found in Àppendix E,

Data Base Summary. It should be noted that, the database

presents only the potential savings that rnight be achieved

in the current building st.ock without, any interaction with
other measures. To estimate future savings, it is necessary

to take into account differences between new and existing
stock and to allow for interaction beÈween conservation

measures. This reguires the use of sophisticat,ed energy

demand models such as those used by the Ontario Ministry of
Energy and Ontario Hydro.
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The three types of data used in the data base the

baselj-ne energy use, the guantity of energy that can be

saved by a particular conservation measure, and the cost of

the conservation measure are used to generate inputs to

these models.
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Calculatíon of the Cost of Conserved Enerqv ICCEì

As discussed previously the cost/unit of energy for a

conservation measure was calculated using the formula

ccE: (r/E) ( d )aæ
where f is the initial investment

E is the annual saving in energy (compared to
the baseline)
d is the discount rate
n is the lifetirne of the measure

The following, a continuation of the previous exarnple,

is an exarnple of calculating the cost/unit of energy.

end-use: lighting
fuel type: electricity
building type: hospital
conservation m.: Ievel one lighting

BASELINE COST LTFE REPI,ACEMENT COST LTFE
TECHNOLOGY EACH YRS TECHNOLOGY EACH YRS
2-4OW F LAMPS $1.45 5 2-34W F LAMPS L.82 5
L-r-6W BALT,AST $rr.¿¿ 20 L-Low EE BALL $L4.50 20

(Costs are in L988 figures)

Annualizing the investment:

( d -) whered:0.04
(1 (1 + d¡-tt'

[Note: À 4 percent discount, rate was used because several
of the costs per unit energy used in this study vrere
obtained from Marbek (1987), who used a 4 percent díscount
rate in their cost calculations. The Treasury Board
(1976226) reconmends the use of a social discount rate of
LOZ. and of 5Z and 1-5eo for sensit,ivity analyses. However,
Sumner (L980) argues that the L0å discount rate
reconrmended as a mean by the Treasury Board, is to high
and should be treated as an upper boundary. Burg.ess
(L981-) also argues that the L0å figure is to high and
indicates that a social discount rate of 1.Ot to 7.SZ
should be used as the mean. Future studies should do
sensitivity analyses using different discount rates. This
study was unable to do so do to the lack of detaited
information for many of the eguipnent costs. l
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lamps: premium : $l-.82 $1.¿5 : $0.37 x 2 tubes/fixLure
= $0.74/fixLure

annualized investment= $0.74 x-rji ¡ = çO.L662/year
1L1. 04) -5

ballasts: premium = $L4.50 $LL.44 = ç3-o6/fixture

annualized investment : S3.06 x .04 -r = $0.225/year
1- ( 1. 04t-t'

Total annualized cost = $0.L662 + $0.225 = çO.39L2/year

Assuming a 50 per cenÈ load factor (Marbek L987:51-),
lights !,/ere on for 4383 hours/year.

Total energy saved per fixture:0.02 ríJtl/Yr x 4383 rlrs/yr
= 87. 66 Kt¡lh

Cost per KWh : 39.L2 cenEs / 87.66 I(Wh
: 0.446 cents / I(['lh

Sinilar calculations were carried out for the other

conservation measures. The costs of the conservat'ion

measures are presented in Appendix D.
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Cost of SuPPI-Y

The cost of supplying a KW.h of electricity by

building a hydro-electric dam in Manitoba hlas calculated in

the following way:

The cost of the next hydro electric plant + distribution
system + transmission êystem = $5 billion in L999 dollars
(McVicar 1989).

Discounting this value to l-989 dollars using a 5å discount
rate:

Vo = present value (l-989)
Vn : future value (1999)
n : number of years to future : 1-0

Vo : vn/ (t:i)n
Vo : $9, Oe g ,566,267

Assuming a plant capacity of l-300 Mw (Mcvicar 1989).

X : the theoretical amount of energy which can be
obtained from the Plant

[ = ]-3oo MW * LOQQ lff/][[{ r< 8766 hrs/year
[ : ]-.L3958 * l-oru Kw.h

Factoring out line and. distributíon lossess accounts for a

reduction of LzZ (McVicar 1-989).

Y = the guantity of electricity that can be delivered
to the user.

Y : X'h 0.88 .,rì
t = l-.00283 'tl-0'" K!'I.h

Taking into account the Manit,oba load factor which for
planning purposes is 60Z (McVicar 1-989).

z = total energy available to Manitoba from plant.
Z: ! ¡h 0.6
Z : 6rOL6 '9821400 

KW.h

Note: If there is energy available at nonpeak times (e9.,
*".pacity of supply);-it can be sold at interrupÈible
rates.
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Assuming a dam lÍfe of 67 years (McVicar l-989), and
annualizing the initial investment:

A: * lo.os/L-1r.os-67¡1

A : 2.65 cents/KW.h

Thus, the cost per unit of energy of supply is 2.65
cents/Klrl.h (the marginal cost of the next unit of supply).
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Interpretincr the Supply Curves of Conserved Energy

Appendix F contains supply curves of conserved energy

for each conservation measure and buildíng type for the fuel

type electricity. The curves show cost Per Kw.h of

electricity on the y-axis, and guantity of electricity

(which could be saved if the specific conservation measure

vras implemented to the point where the penetration rate of

the measure was egual to 1-OO percent) on the x-axis. These

curves do not take into account the interactive effects

discussed earlier in this chapter, and are therefore

prelirninary in nature. Future studies could acguire an

energy model capable of taking these effects into account.

As they are, the supply curves give a useful measure

of the potential for electricity conservation in the

Manitoba Health Care subsector. The foJ-lowing table

summarizes the energy conservation potential for the

assessed conservation measures in the Health Care subsector.

The table also lists the conservation block numbers which

correspond to the energy conservation supply curves in

Appendix F.
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Table 2Oz Summary of the energy conservation potential
for the assessed conservation measures in the Health Care
subsector.

Cost/Unit of Energy
(cents/KW.h)

Bl. Building
No. Type

Energy Saved
(r"fw. h)

Energy Efficient Fluorescent Lighting Level One.

Hospital- 533L.L MW.h 0.45 cents/I$I.h
PCH 201-8.8 0.45
Comb. 870.5 0.45

Total Pot.

1-

10
19

Energy Efficient FluorescenÈ Lighting

4326. 9 MI{. h
2266.L
8L5.7

7408.7 MW.h at

2
l_ t_

20

LeveI Three

3.96 cent,s/KW.h
3.96
3.96

3.96 cents/MW.h

Hospital
PCH
Comb.

Total Pot. =

3
L2
2L

Compact Fluorescent

Hospital
PCH
Conb.

6s3.9 MW.h
570.8
L64 .4

6.90 cents/KW.h
6.90
6.90

6 . 90 cents/K!{. hTotal Pot. = 1-389. L MW.h at

4
l_3
22

2 L08 . 5 MI,V. h
273.4
L64.6

2546.5 MW.h at 2.00

2.00 cents/KW.h
2.OO
2.OO

cents/Kt{.h

High Efficiency Central cooling

Hospital
PCH
Comb.

Tota1 Pot.

5
L4
23

372.6 MW.h
555.2
93.0

l-02o.8 MW.h at 2.00

Hospital
PCH
Conb.

Total Pot.

High Efficiency Unitary Cooling

2. 00
2. OO

2.OO

cents/KW. h

cents/I(!,I. h

6
1_5

24

Hospitals
PCH
Conb.

Total Pot. =

Energy Efficient Motors

1443. L MW.h
776.5
338.6

2558.2 MI{.h at

O.7l cents/Klù.h
o.7r
o.7L

0.7L cents/KW.h
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Motors Scheduling

7 Hospitals 787.9 MW.h L.63 cents/KVü'h
L6 PCH 931-.8 l-. 63
25 conb. 276-3 L.63

Total Pot. : L996.0 Mvü.h at l-.63 cents/Kt{.h

Motor Balancing - Air

8 Hospital Lg24.4 MW.h L.34 cents/KW.h
17 PCH 9L5.2 L-34
26 Comb . 433. L 1,.34

Totat Pot. = L540.7 MW.h at L.34 cents/KW.h

Motor Balancing - Water

g Hospital 244.9 Mw.h L.34 cents/KW.h
l-8 PCH 54.9 l-.34
27 Comb . 44.L L.34

Tota1 Pot. = 343.9 MW.h at L.34 cents/K!{.h

The weighted average cost of conserved energy for the
different building tyPes are:

Hospitals: L.99 cenÈs/IG{.h
PCH: 2 .25 cent,s/K9l. h
Combination: 2.06 cents/K[,f.h

The weíghted average cost of conserved energy for an
aggregat,e of all building types is:

2.08 cent,s/KW.h

The weighted average cost of conserved energy l'tas

determined for each building type and for an aggregate of

all building types. These values are presented at the

bottom of Table 20.

The sunmary in Table 20 indicates that the Energy

Efficient Lighting Level One and Level Three conservation

measures hold the greatest potential for electricity

conservation in the Hea1th Care subsector. It is
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interesting to note that the Level One rneasure also has the

lowest cost per unit of saved energy.

Conservation measures with a medium potential for

conserving electricity include Compact Fluorescent, H. E.

Central Cooling, H. E. Unitary Cooling, E. E. Motors, Motor

Scheduling, and Motor BaÌancing Air. Of these, E. E.

Motors has the lowest cost/unit of saved energy.

OnIy

potential
l.Iater.

one

for

conservation measure had a relatively low

conserving electricity Motor Batancing

Figures 19, 20, and 2L represent composite energy

conservation supply curves for the three different buiLding

types assessed in this study. The figures show energy

conservation blocks in order of increasing cost per unit of

energy saved for each building type. The x-axis shows

cumulative ç[uantitÍes of electricity which could be saved if
the measures were implernent,ed. The numbers above each btock

correspond to the different conservation measures as noted

in Table 20 and in Appendix F. Table 20 present,s the

cost/IGrl.h of each measure and the guantity of electricity
which can potentially be saved using that measure. Note

that these curves do not take into account the interactive
effects as discussed earlier.

Figures L9, 20, and 2L also show the curve for
supplyíng a KI{.h of electricity by building a hydro-electric
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dam. This cost was calculated earlier and is 2.65 cents per

K.I^I.h (the marginal cost of the next unit of suppty). It is

included to enable a comparison to be made between the cost

of supplyiny a unit of energy through conservation and

through building a dam.
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Figure l-9. Electricity Conservation Supply Curve for
Manitoba Hospitals (interactive effects noÈ included).
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Figure 20. Electricíty Conservation Supply Curve
Manitoba Personal Care Homes (interactive effects
included) .
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Figure 21-. El-ectricity Conservation SuppJ-y Curve for
Manitoba Combination Hospital/Persona} Care Homes
(interactive effects not included) .
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Limitations to fnterpretíng the Supply Curves of Conserved
Energv

Limitations include:

1-. The curves ín this study do not t,ake into account

the interactive effects mentioned earlier. As a result the

potential for electricity conservation may be overstated.

2. The accuracy of the energy savings calculations
are dependent upon the accuracy of the energy baseline
(among other factors). The energy baseline vras derived from

estimates of Energy Use fndices and of floorstock. The

energy use indices vJere derived from the energy bus audits
which in many instances had littre information broken out on

some end-uses, such as motors. For these reasons, the

accuracy of the energy savings is Iinited by the large
number of previous estimations, and by the failure of the

energy bus audits to consistentry break out detail-ed

information.

3. The cost/unit of saved energy is deemed to be

fairly accurate where costs were able to be determined for
Manitoba. rn some instances the costs used $/ere from

Engineering fnterface Ltd. (l-98g), and this may pose some

lirnitations as costs may not be exactly the same in ontario
as in Manitoba.
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The above discussion of limitations indicates the need

for accurate data in all portions of studies dealÍng v¡ith

conservation supply curves.
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Chapter Five: Conclusions, Recommendations and LínitatÍons

Conclusions

Electric Util-ities in Canada have recently begun to

look for vrays to reduce the need for, or delay the

construction of, costly nevt etectricity generating

structures" This report approaches this problem by

devetoping parameters necessary for forecasting long-term

energy demand within the Manítoba Hea1th Care subsector, a

portion of the Manitoba Commercial sector, and by estimating

the potential energy savings which night be realized. through

the modification of the way in which energy ís used. The

tatter part of this approach is part of what is known as

Demand Side Management (DSM). DSM refers to efforts by

utitities to control or change the guantity and tining of

their customers consumption to avoid costly capacity or

supply acguisition. This balancing of the mix of supply and

demand side alternatives is called fntegrated Resource

Planning (IRP). This report contributes to the energy

planning and end-use cornputer modelling efforts conducted

towards integrated resource planning in Manitoba in the

following hrays: (1) The study develops parameters necessary
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for long-term energy de¡nand forecasting within the framework

of an end-use computer model, for the Manitoba Health Care

subsector; and (2) The study assesses the potentía1 for

Demand Side Management, in the form of energy conservation

within the Manitoba Health care subsector. The demand side

alternatíves whích this report specifically looks ât, deal

with technological change, such as improved energy

consumption efficiencies within electrical end-usesr âD

example of which is electric motors.

The first part of the above stated contribution

towards integrated resource planning in Manitoba, is the

estimation (in chapter 3) of parameters which describe the

energy consumption and physical characteristics of the

Manitoba Health Care subsector. These parameter estimates,

taken together, are called the rrenergy baselinerr for the

Manitoba Hea1th Care subsector. The baseline vtas

constructed for the time period 05/87 to 04/88, but it also

includes past and future est,imates of floor area in the

health care subsector.

The parameter estimates which make up the baseline are

to be used by the Manitoba Department of Energy and Mines as

inputs to an energy demand forecasting end-use computer

model as part of their long-term energy demand forecasting

program for the Manitoba Commercial sector. The computer

model to be used in the forecasting is caLled COMMEND the

Commercial End-use Planning System.
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Table 21, is a suilrmary of the parameters which have

been estimated (and those which have not been) in this study

to serve as inputs to COMMEND. The location of the

estimated parameter within the body of the report, is also

noted in this tab1e. ft is important to note that COMMEND

provides endogenous values for those parameters which could

not be estimated. This study does not assess the endogenous

values used by COMMEND, since it has already been determined

that the end-use model wiII be used for energy forecasting

by the Manitoba Department of Energy and Mines. It should

be noted that COMMEND provides a selection of endogenous

val-ues for specific parameters, the choice of which is
determined by variables such as subsector (eg., health,
offices), building type, and fueL type. A limitation of
using endogenous values is that they may have been developed.

for situations which are different from those in Manitoba,

and may therefore result in an inaccurate forecast. ft may

be that an accurate forecast reguires not only a good

computer model, but also an experienced forecaster who can

assess the endogenous values and determine if they are

appropriate for the forecast region.
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Table 2l-: Data Requirements of COMMEND

ModeI
Component

Data
Requirements

Estimated
in Study?

Floor SPace
Additions
(A),
ioat*atr-tl in the centrar equation)

l-. Subsector floorstock in base Y
year.

2. Average ratio of floor Y

area/bed in base Year
(based on differenÈ
size hosPitals).

3. Estimated annual growth Y

rate.
4. Historical floorstock Y

estimates.

5. Future floorstock estimates. Y

6. Average floorstock additions Y

estimates.

ConÉinued on nexË Page.
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Energy Use
Indices
(e-or EUI)
(e"i, k, r in the

1_.

F

a

4.

central eguation)

Floor area data for a samPle Y
of buildings and subsector
floorstock by vintage.

Energy consumption (I(W.h) bY Y
fuel type

Monthly utility sales data. Y

End.-use eguiprnent Y*
penetrations.

Engineering and econometric data

-short-run and long-run fuel N
price elasticities.

-end-use eguipment costs Y

-end-use equipment lifeti¡nes Y
-end-use eguipment efficiency Y

central equation)

Floor area data for a samPle
of buitdings and subsector
floorstock by vintage.

FueI shares by building type
and end-use for a base year.

Frequency distribution of
population discount rates
and price expectations for
each fuel and end-use.

Monthly utility sales data.

Fuel Shares
(a^or S)
(ati, k, I in

N

t_.

2.

3.

Y4.
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Utilization
(u)
(Uti,k,I in the central eguation)

L. End-use eguiprnent penetrations. Y*

2. Changes in existing buildings N
and eguipment penet,rations in
new building stock.

3. Histori-cal and forecast N
average fuel price data.

Notes, * ind.icates the data was not estimated for
Manitoba, but was obtained from Engíneering Interface
Ltd. ts Commercial-/fnstitutional- Buildings: Electrical
Energy Technol-ogy Study (1988).

The second part of the contribution towards integrated

resource planning in the province is Lhe assessment of the

potential for energy conservation, and in particular

electricity conservation in the Manitoba Hea1th Care

subsector. To this end, nine different electrical end-use

conservation methods qrere theoretically applied to the

previously estimated rrenergy baselinerr to determine how much

electrical energy could be saved through conservation

efforts within the Manitoba Health Care subsector. The

resulting potential energy savings are presented in the fonn

of rrelectrical energy conservation supply curvesrr in
Appendix F, and in the form of rrcornposite electrical energy

conservation supply curvesrr in Figures L9, 2O, and 21-.

Table 20 presents a surnmary of the conservation measures

assessed and the estímated potential energy savings

associated with each measure. The table also relates the
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block numbers on the conservation suppty curves to the

individual measures.

The composite curves in Figures 19, 20 and 2l
illustrate that there is a significant potentiat quantity
of electrj-cal- energy which can be saved through conservation

efforts in the Manitoba Hearth care subsector at a cost per

unit of energTy below that of supply (using a calculated cost
of supply of 2.65 cents/KW.h). The size of the energy

potential for the ent,ire Manitoba Health care subsector

cannot be stated in absorute t,erms due to the inability of
this study to take into account interactive effects.
However, the size of the pot,entiar for energy savings due to
just, one of the conservation measures assessed in this
study, Energy Efficient Fluorescent, Lighting Level one

(8,22o Mw.h at 0.45 cents/K[{.h), indicates that there is
good reason to carry out more research into the irnpact of
energy conservation on energy demand in Manitobars

Commercial- Sector.

Limitations and Recommendations

Limit,ations on the first part of the study, that part
dealing with the estimation of energy consumption and

physicat pararneters for the Manitoba Hearth care subsector

to be used as inputs to COMMEND, nere due in part to the
small sample size of energy audits (which contained the data

on energy consumption and physical characterist,ics) used in
estinating the parameters. The smalr sample size makes it
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inpossible to state with certainty that the estimated

parameters are statistically valid, although in most

instances, comparisons with estimated values from other

studies indicate the estimates in this study are v¡ithin an

acceptable range.

A lirnitation is also placed on the first part of the

study as a result of using population as a scale variable
when forecasting and backcast,ing the Manitoba Health Care

subsector floorstock. As noted in Chapter 3, population is
not an accurate proxy for back- and forecasting floorstock
due to the changing age structure of the popuLation and the

declining rate of growth. Population projections for the
province of Manitoba show a steadily declining growth in
population and a decline in total populaÈion after LggB,

making popuration a poor serection for scare variabre when

forecasting floorstock. Past populat,ion figures are

available for Manitoba for backcasting floorstock. However,

there are no past froorstock figures avairable which can be

used to check and verify the backcast figures and, hence, it
is not known if these backcast figures are correct.

Linitations on the second part of the study, that part
dealing with development of the El-ectrical Energy

Conservation Supply Curves, are also due in part to the

smarr number of energy audits, from which the average values

for Energy Use Indices and Fuel Shares !¡ere estimated.

The rarge standard deviations associated with many of these
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estimates indicates the possibility of large estimation

errors. As noted in this study, however, Es1er (L987)

found in her study (with a much larger sample) that the

energy audits are representative of the populatíon. Also,

comparisons of the EUI values stith those from other studies

indicate they are within an expected range of values-

Another limitation of the second part of the study is

that it doesnrt assess all conservation measures which have

the potent,iat to save electrical energy, nor $tas it able to

assess conservation measures which conserve other forms of

energy such as natural gas and fuel oit. The guant'ity of

saved energy presented in Table 20 is, therefore, probably

understated in terms of the amount of energy (considering

all fuel types) with the potential Èo be saved in the

Manitoba Hea1th Care subsector.

The suppty curves of conserved electrical energy

presented here are to be considered pretiminary in nature

due to the inability of this study to take into account

rrinteractive effectsrr, a linitation described in Chapter

Four. This linitation means that the guantity of electrical

energy which could potentially be saved in the Manitoba

Health Care subsector, as presented in Table 20, is probably

overstated. However, the study does noÈ estimate the

potential energy savings for aII possible conservation

measures and for alt fuel types, which would be expected to
greatly increase the potential energy savings.
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A limítation is also placed on the assumptions used

regarding behavior of energy users. Although the theory

used in these calculation is correct, it is possible that

the user response wítl not follow the logic. That is, in

the case of fluorescent tubes, users see negligible labour

costs and a relatively certain return on their investment' in

under five years, but in the case of the ballasts, the

assumed life is 20 years, and there is a question as to

whether these netJ and unproven rrenergy efficient ballastsrl

will have a 20 years life in reality. Therefore, users may

not follow the same logic as the theory used in this study

assumes, and only small changes in the assumptions could

wipe out the possible energy savings. It may be necessary

for government or utilities to suppty incentives to energy

users to adopt the energy conservation measures.

A number of reconmendations are suggested as a result

of the above mentioned tinitations.

l-. It, is recommended that much more data on end-use

energy consumption and physicat characteristics in health

care facilities (e9., more energy audits) be collected.

This would facilitate categorizíng the data into vintage

categories and single fuel multiple fuel categories, and

would add greater statistical validity to the estimated

parameters.

2. ft is recommended that, future energy demand

studies gather data on present and future enploymenÈ in the
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economic sector under study, and to assess its use as a

scale variable for back- and forecasting purposes.

3. It is recommended that the Manitoba Health

Services Commission begin to tabulate the annual floorstock

additions to health care facilit,ies in Manitoba, to

facilitate future energy demand studies in this sector.

4. It is recommended that future researchers acquire

an energy model capable of taking into account rrinteractive

effectsrr. This will allow energy planners to state wíth

confidence, the potential for energy conservation in
Manit,obars Commercial sector.

Possibilities for Future Research

Since end-use modeÌs are new to Manitoba, and an

extensive data base for the various Commercial subsectors is
still in the beggining stages, much work is still to be done

before this type of model- can be effectively implemented for
forecasting. Specifically, the Health Care subsector could

be better characterized if the following research !,ras

undertaken:

Research into utilization (which

ef fect,s of price elasticity and changes

efficiecy) .

Research into deterrnining

rates for Manitoba.

includes the

in equipment

t_4 0

eguipment penetration



- Research into establishing a distant, year floorstock

for the various Commerci-al subsect,ors so that the available

scale variables used in this study can be assessed.
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE OF ENERGY-OUT SUMMÄRY
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Energy Audit ' Energy Out' Summary Format

Enerqv 0ut

. l Heatlng (Llght Fuel 0fl)
ïransmt s s lon
Inf l l trailon
Internal Heat Galn
Stack Losses

.2 E lectrlcal/l'iechanlc¡l
L lght I rq
Nursery School Heating
t lectrÍc Heat
Domestic Hot lJater
Car plugs
Fans. llotor¡ ard l,tf sc.

t lectrical tqufpment

. 3 ÍOTAL TIJTRGY OUT

lleduced by the
llghtr. rol0r,

v¡lue of the tnternal heat gatn f ron ,,f reo,, sourcet, e.g,
pooplo, otc.

KIJH/Y R .

226,W
34,90o

-59.000
1o9.000

35,700
2I,g0o
t2.000
3,000
I .200

29.000

{ !t . 600 ktdh

t/Yn,.

5, 650r
820r

0
3,490

1,7æ
980
750
t45
60

9r0

ll4.{95

f of Total f

39.0
5,7

24.O

il.7
6.8
5.2
l.o
0.4

6.3

t00

SOURCE: WEBB, L987 (as cited in Esler 19BB)
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À. GENERÀL

METHODOÏþGY FOR WEJATHER-ADJT'STING ENERGY
CONSIJITfE{IION DATÀ (Esler 19BB: 139)

There are a variety of $rays in which to adjust energy
consumption data to reflect coñsumpt,ion in a tttypicãl year.r, Oñêof the most common and sinplist,ic approaches i-nvolves using LB
degree Celsius degree day data (which- ãre readily available from
Environrnent canadá) as the basiÈ,for normalÍzatiõni

Adjusted fuel= Àctual fuel * ( Base year DegreeDays )coñsumption consumpt,i-on 'Measure-it-year -oegree-Days

The choice of base year for t,his calculatj.on depends on t,heapplication of the weatherized data. Choosing a sfecific baseyear olly refre.ct,s gne_rgy consumption in that yêar, -which may ornay no! _b_e. a ,t.lyp¡cal year.Ï For the purpose-of Ìong-term énd-use moderring, it--is morre relevant, to ädju-st consunption dat,a toa long-tern áverage. The weatherization formula becófnes:

Àdjusted fuel : Àctua1 fuel *
consumption consumption

I Averaqe Deqree Davs ì' trcEäãf-DegÍ€e Dãy- '

I{eather adjustrnent,s are uslla1ly only necessary for heating and
ggoJ- i¡g eñd-uses. GeneraÌIy, - t,he - base loaä, comprise-d oflighting, cooking and other non weather-sensit,ive enä-uses, isnot affected by outside temperature. Liqhtinq is an i¡nportant,exception, since it can contribute siqnificantlv to heatincr andcooring. loads. For. example, a-seveie wint,er may resuft ínrncreasing consumpt,ion of natural gas for heating, -but, thÍs isnot necessariry proportional Èo thé change in teínberature, dueto the influencé of liqhtinq. Since the-relationihip beÉweenright,ing and weat,her-sénsitive roads is uncert,ain, ft was ñótconsidered in tÞq _anarysis of schoor energy cbnsumption.
ÀJ-though this could be a -linitation to the weather adjustment,enginee.rs estimate that, at the annual consumption iever ofanarysis, it is difficult. t,o assess the naLure of thesereLationships (Webb, LgBZ).

In adjusting school consump9ion--to- reflect, .lonq-te,rr[ averacreweathér condit,ions, onry thê .heat-i.ng' -anã- vèntiÍäËionöãrtiãn-ðttotaL consumpt,ion was nórmalized. Sõhools-.were"-Íreathei-adiustedindividualJ-y based-on degree days wit,hÍn their location-zonesrecorded at the tirne of the enerqy audit. Coolincr vras notaddressed in this study since the aúäits do not províAe énoucrtrdata on air-condit,ioning penetraÈions and since air conditioniñqcan be anticipated _to haie row penetrations in schoors, whicÉare generally closed during the summer.

one limitation to the weather-adjustnent of school consumptionis that, since end-use consumptíon rras anaryzed on an añnuarbasis in the audits, only annu-al consumption -cou1d be weatfréi-adjusted. Tt would Èe moie meaningful to- ahalyze consumþtioñ-õna nonthly basis in future end-use ãnaÌysls.
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PROCEDURE

the weat,her-adjust,ment, procedure folrowed for schoors usedthirt_y-y.ear avèrage deg-ree days to nor¡nal ize heating andvent'ilation consunptio.n. These avérage degree days were obÈainedfor several center-s within each qeoõraphícal zoñe identÍfied. inthe audits, based on geographica-I aieá coefficients derived inanother 'study (McVicar and CarrolI, 1985). These coefficientsdescribe f ifty-year averaqe deqrée dav's in mai or ¡,ranit,òbacenters rerativê to degreé dayÉ in wínnipeg. - The averaqecoeffÍcient for each zolne $ras then nuttipÍie-a by Winnipegisthirty-year average, to derive the base foi nornaÍizing sðnóor
energy consumpEl_on.

The method. for est,irnating averaçfe degree days proved to be
felatively_accurate when colnpared úo actúal thirty-'year averagesfor a sample of cent,ers. The -difference between tñiitv and fiityyear averages was therefore considered to be negligible. The usãof average coefficients for particular zones ignores potentiallylarge degree day variation- in larqer zones, -particïlarlv thäNorth, South-west and Parkl-ands, by- concealing-variation witninaverages. Nonetheless, it was cönsidered aldequate for thisanalysis. The coefficients are presented in table- fSf

Thirty-year average degree days for Manitoba zones

ZONE CENTER
COEFF.

AVE.
COEFF.

T{INNTPEG ZONE
3O-YEÀR 3O-YEAR

]-. T^TINNIPEG

2. SOUTH-CENTRÀL
Roblin
Morris
Morden
Emerson

3. SOUTH-EÀST
Beausej our
Niverville
PÍnawa
Pine Fa}ls
Steinbach
Vita

4. SOUTH-WEST
Melita
Neepar.ra
Brandon
Virden
Boissevain
Minnedosa
Souris
Rivers

1.00

1.14
0.99
0.96
o.92

1.01
L.03
1.07
r..05
1.0r.
0.99

1.00
L.03
L.08
L.0L
0.99
1.t r_

L.04
l_.03

1.00

10661.6

10661.6

1066L.6

10661.6

1.03 10661.6 10991.5

1.04 10661.6 11088.1
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ZONE CENTER AVE. WINNIPEG ZONECOEFF. COEFF. 3O-YEÀR 3O-YEÀR

5. NORTH-CENTRÀL
Portage
La
Prairie 0.99 0.99 t066t.6 1OSS5.O

6. INTERI,ÀKE
Eborg _ - 1.13 1.07 10661.6 Ltlo7.sStonewaLl L.04
Selkirk L.Oi-cinli 1.06Eriksdale L.OB
GypsumviJ-Ìe L. Ll_
Stony
Mountain l_.03

7. PÀRKIÀNDS 
U

S!ùan River 1.L1 l.Og L0661.6 11514.sRussell 1.L1
Dauphin l_,08
Ochre River L.02

8. NORTH
Churchill_ 1.66 L.zB 10661.6 13646.9Flin Flon L.L1
Lynn Lake 1.38Gi1lam L.OBBrochet. L.48
Grand Rapids I.ZO
The Pas L.00Wabowden l_.28
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APPENDIX D: CONSERVATION I,ÍEASURES
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The following information on the varíous conservation
measures !.ras used to analyze their costs and impacts for
each of the three building types -HOSPITALS, PERSONAL CARE
HOMES, AND COMBTNATTONS.

Fluorescent Lightincr

The standard unit of analysis of energy conservation in
fluorescent Iighting is the four-foot two-40W lanp
l-uminaire with a l-61.I ballast.

The Level- one measure for fluorescent lighting consists
of replacing the 40IrI lamps with energy efficient lamps
drawing 34!{ and of replacing the L6I{ ballast with an
enerçfy efficient ballast drawing J-OW. Cornbined with the
ballast savings due to the lower waÈtage lamps, the total
savings are abouL 21,2 of the baseline technology (4OW
lamps, L6W ballast). The lighting level ís reduced 78 to
I2Z (Marbek 1987:29). A $0.74 premium and 5 year lifetine
are assumed for the lamps and a $3.06 premium and 20 year
Lifetine are assumed for the baltast (based on
calculations) .

The Level Two measure for fluorescent lighting noted
here was not assessed in this study but is included for
interest and for future studies. It includes adding an
annodized aluminum reflector to Èhe luminaire. This
allows half of the lamps to be eliminated. The remaining
lamps are replaced with high output 40W lamps (which draw
48I^I) to ensure lighting levels are maintained. The
balLast is replaced with a l-OW ballast. The premium of
the lamps is $11.20 with a 5 year lifetime. The baLlast
has a premium of $68.01-, with a lifetime of 20 years, and
the reflector has a premium of $48 with a lifetime of 20
years.

The Leve1 Three measure for fluorescent lighting
includes installation of electronic, dimmable ballasts
with photocell controls, reflectors and high output 40W
lamps (which draw 48W). The premium for the lamps is
$11.20 with a 5 year lifetirne, the premium for the ballastj-s S65 (Marbek 1-987:30) with a 20 year lifetime, the
premium for the reflector is $+a with a 20 year lifetime,
the prernium for the dimmer is S20 r.rith a 20 year lifet,ime,
and the premi-um for the photocell controller is
$sOlfixture (installed cost) with a 20 year lifetime.
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Compact Fluorescent

The Compact Fluorescent measure consists of replacing
incandescent bulbs (ave. wattage of 1-00W) with 22!'I
fluorescent compact J-amp. The premium is ç27 with a
l-0, 000 hour (2.5 years) lifetine

Motors - Balancing

The cost and savings figures from Marbek (Lg87) and
Engineering Interface Ltd. (Lg8g) were used to compute fan
and pump motor electricity savings due to air and water
balancing.

Energy Efficient Motors

The cost and savings figures from Marbek (L987) and
Engineering fnterface Ltd. (1988) were used to compute
elect,ricity savings due to replacement of electric motors
by energy efficient motors.

Motor Schedulinq (Enerqy Management Control Systems)

Cost,s per unit floor area and electricity savings for
motor schedulíng are taken from Marbek (l-987).

Cooling

Two cooling measures lJere assessed in this study - High
Efficiency Central Cooling, and HÍcrh Efficiency Unitary
Cooling. The baseline technology was considered to be a
standard selection chíller. The cost and energy savings
for these measures !,rere obtained frorn Marbek (1987).
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APPENDIX E: DATA BASE SUMMARY

The following ENERGY TECHNOLOGY DATA BASE does not
include interactive effects which exist between
conservation measures.

The technícal potentials in the following sunmary are
taken from Engineering Interface Ltd, L988, and are the
current market penetration and the expected penetration
rates in the year 2000. It is important to note that the
caLculations in the body of this report used total
technical pot.entiaì- (P = L.0). This assumes that aII
existing inefficient eguipment wil-I be replaced by
efficient eguipment.
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Measure: Level one fluorescent lighting
End-use: Lighting
Building sector: HosPital
Fuel type: Electric
Vintage: All existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): 36,422'240 KWh
Applicability (A) : o.82
Energy Savings (S) : O.2L
current Market Penetration (Pc): 0.L5
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): 0.35
Cost per K[.Ih: 0.45 cents

Measure: Level two fluorescent Iighting
End-use: Lighting
Building sector: Hospital
FueI type: Electric
Vintage: AlI existing building St'ock
Baseline energy use (BE): 36'422,24O Klil}r
Applicabitity (A): ?
Energy Savings (S): 0.45
Current Market Penetration (Pc):
Market Penetration in 2000 (P):
Cost per KWh: 2.93 cents Per KWh

Measure: Level- three fluorescent lighting
End-use: Lighting
Building sector: Hospitals
FueI type: Electric
Vintage: AÌI existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): 36,422'24O K!{h
Applicability (A) : o.2s
Energy Savings (S): 0.48
Current Market Penetration (Pc): O.0L
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): 0.1-0
Cost per KI,th: 3.96 cents Per IC{h
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Measure: compact fluorescent
End-use: Lighting
Building sector: HosPitals
FueI type: Electric
Vintage: AII existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): 36'422,24O I(Wh
Applicability (A) : 0.03
Energy Savings (S): 0.63
Current Market Penetration (Pc): 0-05
Market Penetration in 2oo0 (P): O.25
Cost per KtIh: 6.90

Measure: High efficiency central cooling
End-use: Space cooling
Building sector: HosPitals
Fuel type: El"ectric
Vintage: All existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE) : L5r68L,32'7 KWh
Applicabifity (A) : 0.83
Energy Savings (S): 0.1-8
Current Market Penetrat'ion
Market Penetration in 2oo0
Cost per KWh: 2.00

(Pc) : 0. 10
(P): 0.20

Measure: High efficiency unitary cooling
End-use: Space cooling
Building sector: HosPita1s
FueL type: Electric
Vintage: All existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): Lsr68L '327 

l(l{h
Àpplicability (A) : o.22
Energy Savings (s): 0.L2
Current Market Penetration
Market Penetration in 2000
Cost per KWh: 2.OO

(Pc) : 0.l-0
(P) : 0. L5
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Measure: EnergY efficient motors
End-use: Motors
nuilding sector: HosPitaLs
FueI type:Electric
Vintage: ÀII existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE) : 25,9L9,O82 KWh

Àpplicability (A) : 0.82
Energy Savings (S): 0.07
Current Market Penetration (Pc): 0.03
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): 0.1-5
Cost per KWh: O.7l-

Measure: Motor scheduling
End-use: Motors
Building sector: HosPita1s
Fuel type: Electric
Vintage: Alt existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): 25,9L9,O82 K['Ih
Applicability (A) : o.1e
Energy Savings (S): 0.20
Current Market Penetration (Pc): 0.20
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): 0.40
Cost per KI.Ih: l-.63

Measure: Motor balancing - Air
End-use: Motors
Building sector: Hospitals
Fuel" type: Electric
Vintage: All existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): 25,9L9,O82 I$Ih
Applicability (A) : 0.33
Energy Savings (S) ¡ O.25
Current Market Penetration (Pc): 0.1-0
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): 0.L5
Cost per KWh: 1- . 34
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Measure: Motor balancing - I,Iater
End-use: Motors
Building sector: Hospitals
FueL type: Electric
Vintage: A]1 existing building stock
BaselÍne energy use (BE): 25,9L9,O82 KWh
Applicability (À) : o.07
Energy Savings (S): 0.L5
Current Market Penetration
Market Penetration in 2000
Cost per K[,Ih: 1.34

(Pc) : 0. l-0
(P) : 0. L5

Measure: Level one fluorescent lighting
End-use: lighting
Building sector: Personal care home
FueI type: Electric
Vintage: À11 existS-ng buildíng stock
BaseLine energy use (BE): ;-.9,O74,824 Kt{h
Àpplicability (A) : 0.56
Energy Savings (S) : O.21-
Current Market Penetration (Pc): 0.L0
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): 0.25
Cost per K$Ih: O . 45

Measure: Level two fluorescent,
End-use: Lighting
Building sector: Personal care

Iighting
home

Fuel type: Electric
Vintage: AIl existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): L9,O74,824 KWh
ApplicabilÍty (A):
Energy Savings (S): 0.45
Current Market Penetration (Pc):
Market Penetration in 2000 (P):
Cost per Ktthz 2.93
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Measure: Level three fluorescent lighting
End,-use: Lighting
Building sector: Personal care home
FueI type: Electric
Vintagã-: Atl existing br-rilding stock
gaselíne energy use (BE) : L9,O74,824 I$Ih
App1icabilitY (A) : o.25
Energy Savings (S): 0.18
curreñt Market Penetration (Pc): 0'01-
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): O'LO

::::-ï:-yÏ--: :3:-::::: -Ï:-y
Measure: ComPact fluorescent
End-use: Lighting
Building sector: Personal care home
Fuel Èype: Electric
vintagel AII existing building stock
gaseline energy use (BE): L9,o74,824 K['Ih

ÀpplicabiritY (A) : o.0s
Energy Savings (S): 0.63
curréñt Market Penetration (Pc): 0.05
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): O'20
Cost per KWh: 6.90 cents Per KWh

Measure: High efficiency central cooling
End-use: SPace cooling
Building sector: Personal care horne
Fuel type: Electric
vint,agél AIl existing building stock
Basellne energy use (BE) : 7 t6'721555 KI'{'h
App1icabilitY (A) : o.22
Energy Savings (S): 0.1"8
curréñt Market Penetration (Pc): 0.L0
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): O.2O
Cost per Kflh: 2.00 cents Per Kt^Ih
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Measure: High efficiency unitary cooling
End-use: SPace cooling
Building seòtor: Personal care home
FueI type: Electric
vintagèl eff existing building stock
Baselíne energy use (BE): 7,672'555 KW'h
AppIicabilitY (A) : o.67
Energy Savings (S): 0.L2
currént Market Penetration (Pc): o'L0
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): 0'l-5

:::: -ï:-Yl: - - 3 : : : -::::: -ï:-Yl-- - -- - -

Measure: EnergY efficient motors
End-use: Motors
Building sector: Personal care home
FueI type: Electric
Vintagél afr existing building stock --gaseline energy use (BE): L8'488,725 l(9lh
ApplicabilitY (À) : 0.60
Energy Savings (S): 0.07
currãñt Market Penetration (Pc): 0.00
Market Penetration Ín 2000 (P): 0.05

::::-ï:-YÏ--::11-:::::-ï:-Y
Measure: Motor scheduling
End-use: Motors
Buitding sector: Personal care home
Fuel type: Electric
vintagel eff existing building stock
gaseline energy use (BE): L8r488r725 KhIh

AppIicabilitY (A) : 0.28
Energy Savings (S): O.2O
currèñt Market Penetration (Pc): o.L0
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): 0.30
Cost, per KWh: 1-.63 cents Per KWh
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Measure: Motor balancing - Air
End-use: Motors
Building sector: Personal care home
FueI type: Electric
Vintage: All- existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): Lr848,8725 KWh
Applicability (A) : o.20
Energy Savings (S): 0.25
Current Market Penetration (Pc): 0.01-
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): 0.05
Cost per K[,Ih: 1-.34 cents Per KWh

Measure: Motor balancing - Air
End-use: Motors
Building sector: Personal- care home
FueI type: Electríc
Vintage: .411 existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE) : L8r488,725 K9ilh
Applicability (A) : 0.02
Energy Savings (S): 0.L5
Current Market Penetration (Pc): O.0L
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): 0.05
Cost per KWh: l-.34 cents Per KWh

Measure: Level one fluorescent lighting
End-use: Lighting
Building sector: Combínatíon Hosp/PCH
FueI type: Electric
Vintage: All existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): 6,865,800 Kwh
Applicability (A) : 0.6e
Energy Savings (S): O.2l
Current Market Penetration (Pc): 0.L3
Market Penetration in 2o00 (P): 0.30
Cost per Klrlh: 0.45 cents Per KWh
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Measure: Level two florescent lighting
End-use: Lighting
Building sector: Combination Hosp/PCH
Fuel type: Electric
Vintage: AIl existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): 6,8651800 KWh
Applicability (A):
Energy Savings (S): 0.45
Current Market Penetration (Pc):
Market Penetration in 2000 (P):
Cost per KhIh'. 2.93 cents per K[,Ih

Measure: Leve1 three fluorescent lighting
End-use: Lighting
Building sector: Combination Hosp/PCH
Fuel type: Electric
Vintage: AII existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): 618651800 KWh
Applicability (À) : o.2s
Energy Savings (S): 0.48
Current Market Penetration (Pc): 0.01-
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): 0.1-0
Cost per K9{h: 3.96 cents per KWh

Measure: Compact fluorescent
End-use: Lighting
Building sector: Conbination Hosp/PCH
Fuel type: Electric
Vint,age: À1I existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE) : 618651800 I(Wh
Applicability (A) : 0.04
Energy Savings (S): 0.63
Current Market Penetration (Pc): 0.05
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): O.23
CosÈ per K[,lh: 6.90 cents per KWh
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Measure: High efficiency central cooling
End-use: Space cooling
Building sector: Combination Hosp/PCH
FueI type: Electric
Vintage: AtI exist,ing building st,ock
BaseLine energy use (BE): L,935,846 KhIh
Àpplicabitity (A) : o.s3
Energy Savings (S): 0.1-8
Current Market Penetration (Pc): 0.1_0
Market Penetration in 2000 (P): O.2O
Cost per KWh: 2.00 cents per KWh

Measure: High efficiency unitary cooling
End-use: Space coolj-ng
Building secÈor: Combination Hosp/pCH
Fuel type: Electric
Vintage: AlL existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): t_,935,846 Kt{h
Àpplicability (À) : 0.45
Energy Savings (S): O.I2
Current Market Penetration (pc): 0.1_0
Market Penetration in 2000 (p): O. j_5
Cost per KWh: 2.00 cents per KWh

Measure: Energy efficient motors
End-use: Motors
Building sector: Combination Hosp/pCH
Fuel type: Electric
Vintage: All existing buílding st,ock
Baseline energy use (BE): 6,9J.7,423 KWh
Applicability (À) : o.71-
Energy Savings (S): O.O7
Current Market Penetration (pc): O.O2
Market Penetration in 2OO0 (p): O. j_O

Cost per Küfhz O.7I cents per Kt{h
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Measure: Motor scheduling
End-use: Motors
Building sector: Combination Hosp/PCH
Fuel type: Electric
Vintage: Atl existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): 6,9L7,423 KWh
Applicability (A) : o.24
Energy Savings (S) : O.2O
Current Market Penetration (Pc): 0.1-5
Market Penetration in 2oO0 (P): 0.35
Cost per KI{h: L.63 cents per K[,Ih

Measure: Motor Balancing - Air
End-use: Motors
Building sector: Cornbination Hosp/PCH
FueI type: Electric
Vintage: All existing building sÈock
Baseline energy use (BE): 6,9L7,423 KWh
ÀpplicabiLity (A) : o.27
Energy Savings (S): O.25
Current Market Penetration (Pc): 0.06
Market Penetration in 2o00 (P): 0.1-O
Cost per KWh: L.34 cents per KWh

Measure: Motor balancing - I{ater
End-use: Motors
Building sector: Combination Hosp/PCH
Fuel type: El-ectric
Vintage: AIl existing building stock
Baseline energy use (BE): 6,9L7,423 KWh
Applicability (A) : 0.05
Energy Savings (S): 0.1-5
Current Market Penetration (Pc): 0.06
MarkeÈ Penetration in 2000 (P): 0.10
Cost per KWhz L.34 cents per KWh
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APPENDIX F: SUPPLY CURVES OF CONSERVED ENERGY
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Bloc k 1 : E.E. FLUOR. LIGHTING L-1
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Bloc k 5: COMPACT FLUORESCENT
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Bloc k 5: H. E. UNITARY COOLING
ELECTRTC / HOSPTTAL
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Block 7: MOTORS SCH EDU LING
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Bloc k 9: MOTOR BALANCING_WATER
ELECTRTC / HOSPTTAL
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Block 11: E. E, FLUOR, LIGHï|NG L-J
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Bloc k 1 3: H, E. CENTRAL COOLING
ELECTRIC / PERSONAL CARE HOME
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Block 19: T. E. FLUOR. LIGHTING L_ 1
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Block 23: H. E, UNITARY COOLING
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APPENDIX G: ACRONYMS ÀND ABBREVIATIONS

A Àpplicability Factor
BE Basetine Energy
BETT Building Energy Technology Transfer program
CCE Cost of Conserved Energy
Conb. Cornbination
COMMEND Commercial End-use Planning System
DSM Demand Side Management
EI Energy Intensity
EfL Engineering Interface Ltd.
EPRI Electric Power Research fnstitute
ES Energy Savings
EUI Energy Use Indices
GDP Gross Domestic Product
Hosp Hospit,al
HVAC Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
ICc Inter-City Gas
IRP Integrated Resources planning
K!,I.h Killowatt-hour
LCP Least Cost Planning
MHSC Manitoba Heatth Services Commission
M!{. h Megawatt-hour
P Market Penetration
Pc Current Market penetration
PCH Personal Care Home
RCH Residential Care Home
S FueI Share
Sfe Standard Industrial Classification
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